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1. INTRODUCTION
We consider a parabolic reactiondiffusion equation
t u=2u& f (u, *t)&g(x), u| 0=0. (1)
Here u=u(t, x), x # 0/Rn, 0 is a bounded domain with a smooth bound-
ary. We consider also systems of the form (1) (see Section 1 for details).
The nonlinearity f (u, {) satisfies the sign condition
f (u, {)u&C \u, { (2)
and smoothness and growth conditions. Conditions on the dependence
f (u, {) on { are also imposed. To formulate the main conditions we intro-
duce the space Q=Q p1 of the nonlinearities f. The norm in Q
p
1 , p0, is
defined by the formula
& f &Q1p=sup
u # R \}
f (u)
u } (1+|u| )+| f (u)|+ (1+|u| )&p. (3)
We assume that the function f ( } , {) belongs to Q for any { # R, is differen-
tiable in Q with respect to { and that f ( } , {) and f ${( } , {) are bounded in Q
uniformly with respect to {. We assume also that f ${ continuously depends
on { and that f ( } , {) is periodic with respect to { for large values of { with
a period T $ (after a Lipschitzian change of the variable {); to simplify nota-
tions we put T $=1. More general dependence is allowed, see detailed dis-
cussion in Sections 15.
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Restrictions on u concerning Ho lder continuity of f $u , f ${ with respect to
u and { are also imposed (see Section 2). We study the behavior of u(t) for
large t for small *>0. Note that (1) may be rewritten in the form
* {u=2u& f (u, {)& g, u|0=0. (4)
One may easily see that the dependence on * is singular. We shall essen-
tially use the representation of (1) in the form of an autonomous system
t u=2u&f (u, {)&g, u|0=0,
(5)
t {=*1+:1 , t*1=0
(we systematically use the substitution *=|*1 |: *1 , :>0, this substitution
is convenient for us by technical reasons). Under the imposed conditions
this system generates a semigroup [St] in the space E=(H1(0) &
[u|0=0])_R_R, St : E  E,
St u 0=u (t), u (t)=(u(t), {(t), *1).
Equilibrium points z =(z$, {$, 0) of this semigroup are solutions of the
equation
2z$& f (z$, {$)= g, z$|0=0. (6)
We suppose that for any { # R this equation has a finite number of solu-
tions, and this number is bounded by a constant N. We denote by N the
set of all solutions of (6), typically it consists of a finite number of con-
tinuous curves which may have singular points.
Since St is compact, for any \01 it is possible to find such \,
0<\<\0 , that for any z =(z$, {$, 0) # N the Frechet differential S$t(z )| t=1
contains the circle |!|=\ in its resolvent set. We construct for this \ for
any z # N a local invariant manifold M of the semigroup St passing
through z . This manifold M(z$, {$) is tangent to the invariant subspace
which corresponds to the part of spectrum of S$1(z ) which lies outside the
circle |!|=\ and is finite-dimensional. We call this manifold center-
unstable, the manifold includes all points of N which are close enough to
z ; it also includes all unstable and neutral directions of St , it may also
include weakly stable directions. The union of points v # E which lie on tra-
jectories originating at M(z$, {$) is denoted by M+(z$, {$) and is positively
invariant. The manifold M+(z$, {$) & [*1=*0=const] is also invariant
since t *1=0 in (5) and is denoted by M+(z$, {$, *0) (obviously this
manifold does not include equilibrium points of the system if *0{0). We
denote by M+(z$, {$, *0 , {") the restriction of M+(z$, {$, *0) to the hyper-
plane {={" in E. Note that if (z ", {", 0) # N & M+(z$, {$, 0, {"), the
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manifold M+(z", {", *0 , {") may not coincide with M+(z$, {$, *0 , {") (for
example, they may have different dimensions as well as M(z$, {$) and
M(z", {")). The manifold M+(z$, {$, 0, {)/(H1(0) & [u |0=0])_R_[0]
is invariant with respect to the semigroup [St({)] generated by the
equation
t u=2u& f (u, {)& g, u|0=0 (7)
which depends on the parameter {. This manifold is close to
M+(z$, {$, *0 , {) when *0 is small.
Obviously, the component {=*t+{0 of u (t) tends to infinity as t tends
to infinity. Detailed considerations show that, nevertheless, it is possible to
describe the behavior of u (t) as t  + and *1=*1(1+:) is small on any
segment t # [{, {+h] where h is fixed and this description is uniform with
respect to { and small *. We shall take h=1N2 where N2 is a large fixed
integer and take {i=iN2 , i=0, 1, ... is an integer. Let for { # [{i , {i+2h]
=[{i , {i+2]
M(*0 , i, {)=.
z$
[u: (u, {, *0) # M+(z$, {$, *0 , {), {$={ i+1 , (z$, {$) # N].
Let M(*0 , {)=i [M(*0 , i, {)].
In Theorem 4.1 we have proved that there exists a piecewise-continuous
trajectory (u~ (t), {(t), *1) of [St] with u~ (t) # M(*1 , i, {), which has no more
than N discontinuity points on every segment [{i , {i+2] and for {i *t
{i+2 *, i=0, 1, ...
&u(t)&u~ (t)&H1Ce
&’(t&{i *) (8)
where constant C do not depend on i, t, *, 0<**$, i.e. we have the
‘‘tracking property’’ with a uniform estimate. The exponent ’ depends only
on the spectra of the operators A$(z )v=2v& f $(z$, {$)v at the points z # N
and on the bound N of the number of solutions of (6) with { fixed. Note
that the jumps of the approximating solution from one manifold
M+(z$, {$, *1 , {) to another happens when {$=iN2 changes, but it may
also happen inside every interval {i *t{i+2 *, i=0, 1, ... when z$ # N{$
may change; it is important that for fixed i every z$ can occur at most once,
so the total number of jumps in {i*t{i+2 * is not larger than N.
Let
M (*0)=[(u, {): u # M(*0 , {)]/H1_R.
The inequality (8) shows that M (*) is in a sense the exponential attractor
for the nonautonomous system (5) with fixed *1=*0>0. Note that this
attractor is unbounded thanks to unboundedness of {. It consists of a finite
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union of smooth finite-dimensional manifolds and their periodic (in {)
shifts. So we constructed the exponential finite-dimensional attractor for a
non-autonomous system. Theory of attractors of non-autonomous equa-
tions was studied from different points of view in [3, 10, 11]. Unbounded
attractors were also studied in [2]. Exponential attractors for autonomous
systems were found earlier. If a system has a regular attractor, it is an
exponential attractor (see [1]). The inertial manifolds constructed in [4,
6] are also exponential attractors. In other situations the existence of
exponential attractors which may have a very non-regular, fractal struc-
ture, was proved in [5].
The set M(0, {) consists of invariant manifolds of the autonomous
system (5) with *1=0, therefore it is a simpler object than M (*0), *0{0.
The second main result of the paper, Theorem 4.2 shows that the solutions
u(t) of (5) go close to the set M(0, *t), that is for any p>0 there exist such
q>0, C1 , C that
dist(u(t), M(0, *t))C1*q (9)
if tp ln(1*)+C.
A simple example in the final part of the Introduction shows that the
description in terms of piecewise continuous trajectories is natural in such
a situation.
We underline, that all the estimates obtained here are global, the con-
stants do not depend on t when t is large, on * when * is small and on
initial data if they are bounded in H1(0).
To illustrate the results of the paper, we consider a very simple system
of ordinary differential equations
y* =&( y3&3y)+4 sin {, {=*t,
(10)
w* =&w, y # R, w # Rd
which may serve as a model (of course, very simplified) for the equation (1).
The equation for the equilibrium points of (10) is
w=0, f0( y)=4 sin { (11)
where
f0( y)= y3&3y.
We denote the set of solutions ( y, w, {) of (10) by N , just as the set of
solutions of (6). The local maximum of f0( y) is attained at y=&1,
f0(&1)=2. The local minimum is at y=1, f0(1)=&2. Therefore, the
equation (11) has three different solutions y& , y0 , y+ when |sin {|<12, it
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has an unique solution y0 when |sin {|>12 and it has two solutions when
|sin {|=12, y=&1 and y=2 as sin {=12, y=1 and y=&2 as sin {=&12.
The set of solutions ({, y) of (11) forms a smooth curve in the plane
R{_Ry . We denote the continuous segments of this curve which are graphs
of one-valued functions of { by y+({), y&({), y0({). The function y+({) is
defined on ]&?6, 7?6[+2?k, k # Z and takes values greater than 1.
The function y&({) is defined on ]&7?6, ?6[+2?k and takes values less
than &1, y&({)=&y+(&{). The function y0({) is defined on [&?6, ?6]
_ [5?6, 7?6]+2?k, | y0({)|1.
One may see that the points y+({) and y&({), where { is fixed, are
stable, whereas y0({) is unstable. The behavior of the solution y(t) of the
differential equations
t y=&f0( y)+4 sin {, {=*t, tw=&w,
where * is small, t  +, & y&2+|w| 2R2 may be described as follows.
Obviously,
|w(t)|<Re&t \t0. (12)
This is a trivial version of (8). If * is small, then after a large time y(t) is
close either to y+(t), {=*+$0 or to y&({), slowly drifting along these
curves until it comes to the turning points.
If y(t) was close to y+({), the turning points are y=1, {=7?6+2?k. If
y1(t) was close to y&(t), the turning points are y=&1, {=?6+2?k. After
getting into a neighborhood of turning points ({={$) y(t) passes from
y+({) to y&(t) or from y&(t) to y+(t) along the trajectory y*(t) connecting
y0({$) with y+({) or y&({).
Note that the manifolds M(0, {), {=*t, in (9) are now either points
y\({) when |{&?k|>?6+$, $>0 or the segments y&(t)< y< y+(t)
when |{&?k|<?6&$. Near the turning points {=\?6+?k, y=
\(&1)k+1 M(0, {) consists of intervals &1&$< y<1+$.
One may see the essential property which is common to the equation (1)
and to the model system (10). Although the systems depend on *t, that
is on a slowly varying time, the global variations of the equations and
the resulting ‘‘jumps’’ of solutions are not small. This urges us to consider
the problem globally and not restrict ourselves to local considerations. At the
same time, the results show that many questions concerning the global
behavior may be reduced to local considerations. For example, if the set N
of (1) is a smooth curve, and every point of N is either stable or has a
one-dimensional unstable subspace (like in (10)) then according to (8) and
(9) the global behavior of u(t) is determined by its local behavior near the
points of N .
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The results obtained show that the infinite-dimensional behavior of a
solution of the nonautonomous equation (1) can be very well approximated
by finite-dimensional objects, in particular cases this dimension can be low.
We again underline that our results are uniform, global in time and in initial
data and we do not impose specific restriction on the set of equilibria. We are
able to do this by including all possible degeneracies into the approximating
center-unstable manifolds (thus slightly increasing their dimension).
We restrict ourselves here to the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions.
The case of Neumann boundary conditions is quite analogous.
1. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF SOLUTIONS
We consider the reactiondiffusion system
t u=a 2u& f (u, *t)& g0 , u| 0=0 (1.1)
with the initial condition
u| t=%=u% . (1.2)
Here 0/Rn is a bounded domain with a smooth boundary, u=
(u1(x, t), ..., um(x, t))=u(x, t) is a vectorfunction, x # 0, t0. The a is a
diagonal matrix, a=diag(&1 , ..., &m), &i&0>0. The function g0=(g1, ..., gm)
depends only on x. The nonlinearity f (u, {)=( f 1(u, {), ..., f m(u, {)) is
potential, that is
fi (u, {)=F(u, {)ui, i=1, ..., m (1.3)
where F(0, {)=0. We assume that fi and F are defined for all { # R, u # Rm.
It is assumed everywhere below, that f is continuously differentiable on
Rm_R and that
f (u, {)u&C \u # Rm, { # R. (1.4)
We shall use the notations
|u|=\ :
m
i=1
|u i |2+
12
, |{u|=\:i, j |iu
j | 2+
12
,
uv=u1v1+ } } } +umvm, (1.5)
F ${=
F
{
, f $u={f
i
u j= , f ${=
f
{
.
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We impose the next growth conditions on f, which are satisfied uniformly
for all { # R:
| f (0, {)|C, | f $u(0, {)|C, (1.6)
| f (u, {1)& f(v, {2)|C(1+|u|+|v| ) p0 |u&v|+C(1+|u|+|v| ) p0+1 |{1&{2 |
(1.7)
where p0 is arbitrary when n=2 and for n3
p0=min \4n ,
2
(n&2)+ (1.8)
(for n=1 f satisfies the Lipschitz condition with the constant depending
on u, v).
Since f (u, {) is continuously differentiable with respect to u and {, the
condition (1.7) implies the inequality
| f $u(u, {)|(1+|u| )+| f ${(u, {)|C(1+|u| p0+1). (1.7$)
We assume that the imposed conditions are satisfied everywhere below,
additional conditions will be also imposed. Here and below we shall use the
spaces
Hs=(&2)&s2 H0
where H0=(L2(0))m, (&2)s is the power of the operator &2 with the
Dirichlet boundary conditions u|0=0. The norm in Hs is defined by the
formula
&u&2s =((&2)
s2 u, &2s2u) (1.7")
where ( , ) is the scalar product in L2(0)m=H0 , the norm in H0 is
denoted & &. It is well-known that the norm in Hs is equivalent to the norm
of the Sobolev space H s(0)=W s2(0)
m, Hs/H s(0) (see [8]). Obviously,
&u&1=&{u&, &u&2=&2u&.
We shall use the notations
&u&Lp=\|0 |u(x)| p dx+
1p
, &u&=&u&L2 ,
&u&H l=\|0 :|:|l |
:u(x)|2 dx+
12
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where :u=:1+ } } } +:nux:1
1
} } } x:nn , |:|=:1+ } } } +:n . An =-neighborhood
of a set k in a Banach space E is denoted by OE= (K ),
OE= (K )=[u # E: _z # K, &u&z&E<=]
Instead of OHl= (K ) we shall write O
l
= (K ).
It is well-known (see, for example, [7]) that for any u% # H1 and for any
% there exists a unique solution u(x, t) of equation (1.1) which belongs to
L([%, T], H1) & L2([%, T], H2) \T>% and satisfies the initial condition (1.2).
Therefore this equation generates a family of mappings
S(%, t): H1  H1 , S(%, t) u%=u(t) (1.9)
where u is the solution of (1.1), (1.2) (the restriction u| t=t1 is defined for
any t1 , see [7]).
To study properties of S(%, t), we have to obtain estimates for solutions
of (1.1). We shall do this in the following lemmas.
Lemma 1.1. The solution of (1.1), (1.2) satisfies the estimate
&u(t)&2&u(%)&2 e&+1(t&%)+C1 (1.10)
|
T
%
&u(t)&21 dt&u(%)&
2&&u(T )&2+C2(t&%)(1+&u(%)&2) (1.11)
where +1 , C1 , C2 are independent of u0 , t, %.
Proof. Multiplying (1) by u and integrating by parts, and using (1.4),
we obtain
1
2 t &u&2+&0 &{u&2&( f (u, *t), u)+(g0 , u)
C+= &u&2+=&1 &g0&2. (1.12)
Since 0 is bounded, the first eigenvalue +1 of &2 with the Dirichlet
boundary condition is positive, and we have
({u, {u)+1 &u&2, +1>0 (1.13)
Taking ==+1&0 2, we deduce from (1.12) and (1.13) that
t &u&2++1 &0 &u&22C+C1 &g0&2. (1.14)
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From this differential inequality we obtain
&u(t)&2&u(%)&2 e&+1&0(t&%)+(2C+C1 &g0 &2)(&0 +1)&1(1&e&+1 &0(t&%))
(1.14$)
This implies (1.10).
Integrating (1.12) and using (1.10), we obtain (1.11).
Lemma 1.2. Let &u(%)&1R. Then a solution of (1.1), (1.2) satisfies the
estimates
|
t
%
&u({)&22 d{+&u(t)&21C1eC(t&%)+C2 (1.15)
where C1 , C and C2 depend on R.
Proof. Multiply (1.1) by &2u. We obtain
1
2
t &{u&2+&0 &2u&2|( f (u, *t), 2u)|+|(g0 , 2u)|
& f (u, *t)& &2u&+&g0& &2u&

&0
2
&2u&2+C(& f &2+&g0&2). (1.16)
Using (1.7) and the interpolation inequality, we conclude that when &u&R,
we have
& f ${&+& f (u, *t)&C &1+|u| p0+1 &C1(&u&21+1). (1.17)
According to (1.10) &u(t)& is bounded, and it follows from (1.16) and (1.17)
that
t &u&21+&0 &u&
2
2C &u&
4
1+C1 . (1.18)
Integrating (1.18) and using (1.11) and the Gronwall lemma, we obtain
(1.15).
Lemma 1.3. Let u(%) # H, u(t), t%, be the solution of (1.1), (1.2). Then
for any T # ]%, %+1] we have
(T&%) &{u(T )&2C (1.19)
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where C depends only on &u(%)&. For any t%, if &u(%)&1C0 then
&u(t)&1C1 \t% (1.20)
where C1 depends only on C0 .
Proof. Multiplying (1.1) by &(t&%) 2u we obtain
({tu, (t&%) {u)+&0(t&%)(2u, 2u)
(t&%) |( f (u, *t), 2u)|+(t&%) |(g0 , 2u)|, (1.21)
here {={x . Hence, we obtain
1
2
t((t&%) &{u&2)+(t&%) &0 &2u&2

1
2
&{u&2+C(t&%) &g0 &2+
&0
2
(t&%) &2u&2+C(t&%) & f &2.
Integrating this inequality from % to T, T>%, and using (1.17), (1.10) we
obtain
(T&%) &{u&2 (T )+&0 |
T
%
(t&%) &2u&2 dt
|
T
%
&{u(t)&2 dt+C |
T
%
(t&%) &{u(t)&4 dt+C2 . (1.22)
Using (1.11) and the Gronwall lemma we obtain (1.19).
If &u(%)&1R, then by Lemma 1.2 &u(t)&1R1 , R1=R1(R) for
%t%+2. By Lemma 1.1 &u(%$)&R3 for %$%. Using (1.19) with %$
substituted for %, T=%$+12 we obtain that &u(%$+12)&1R4 for %$%.
Therefore &u(t)&1C for t%.
Corollary 1.1. Let &u(%)&R1 , u(t), t%, be a solution of (1.1), (1.2).
Then there exists such T0>0, T0=T0(R1) that
&u(t)&1R0 \tT0+%
where R0 does not depend on R1 .
Proof. From (1.10) we deduce that, if T1 is sufficiently large then
&u(t)&2C1 if tT1+%,
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T1 depends on &u(%)&. Let %1T1+%. Using (1.19) with T=%1+12, we
conclude that
&u(T )&1R0 \TT1+12+%.
Since R0 depends only on C1 , this gives the needed assertion with T0=T1+12.
Corollary 1.2. Let &u(%)&1R1 . Then there exists such R2=R2(R1)
that
&u(t)&1R2 \t%.
Proof. The needed estimate for tT0+% follows from Corollary 1.1.
For %t%+T0 it follows from Lemma 1.2.
Lemma 1.4. Let u(%) # H1 , u(t), t0, be a solution of (1.1), (1.2). Let
F(u, {) be defined by (1.3), F{(u, {)=F(u, {){. Let
8(u, {)=|
0 \ 12 :
m
i=1
& i |{ui (x)|2+g0u+F(u(x), {)+ dx. (1.23)
Then
|
T
%
&tu&2 dtC*(T&%)+(8(u(%), *%)&8(u(T ), *T ))
+C* |&u(T )&2&&u(%)&2 | (1.24)
where C depends on &u(%)&, and |8(u(%))| is bounded for u bounded in H1
uniformly with respect to { # R.
Proof. We consider the case n3. Multiply (1.1) by t u and integrate
in x and t. We obtain
|
T
%
&tu&2 dt+8(u(t), *t)}
t=T
t=%
&* |
T
0
|
0
F{(u, *t) dx dt. (1.25)
By (1.7), (1.6)
|F{(u, {)|+|F(u, {)|C(1+|u| p0+2) (1.26)
Using the Sobolev embedding theorem and the interpolation inequality, we
conclude that
|
0
( |F{ |+|F | ) dxC(1+&u&21 &u& p0). (1.27)
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Therefore 8(u, {) is bounded if u is bounded in H1 and by (1.10), (1.11)
|
T
%
|F{(u(t))| dtC[|T&%|&(&u(T )&&&u(%)&].
Using this inequality, we deduce (1.24).
Lemma 1.5. Let u(t) be a solution of (1.1), (1.8). Let %1%+1, T&%2.
Then
(T&%1)&1 |
T
%1
&tu&2 dtC1*+C2(T&%1)&1 (1.28)
where C1 and C2 depend only on &u(%)&.
Proof. By Lemma 1.3 &{u(%+1)&C. Using (1.15), where % is replaced
by %+1, we find that
&{u(%1)&C1 \%1%+1. (1.29)
Using Lemma 1.4 with % replaced by %1 , we deduce (1.28) from (1.24).
Lemma 1.6. Let u(t) be a solution of (1.1), (1.8). Let %T%+1. Then
(T&%) &2u(T )&C (1.30)
where C depends only on &u(%)&1 .
Proof. According to Lemma 1.2 &u(t)&1 is bounded for t # [%, %+1].
Differentiate (1.1) with respect to t and multiply by (t&%) t u. We
obtain
1
2t[(t&%) &t u&
2]& 12&t u&
2+&0(t&%) &{t u&2
+(t&%) f $u(u, *t)(tu)2+*(t&%)( f ${(u, *t), t u)0. (1.31)
Integrating in t and using the Ho lder inequality, we obtain
1
2 (T&%) &tu(T )&
2+&0 |
T
%
(t&%) &tu&21 dt
|
T
%
(t&%) &tu&2L2q & f $u&Lq$ dt
+C |
T
%
&t u&2 dt+* |
T
%
(t&%) & f ${& &t u& dt (1.32)
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where 1q+1q$=1. According to (1.7$) and (1.17) we conclude using the
boundedness of u(t) in H1 , that
|
T
%
(t&%) & f ${& &t u& dtC+C |
T
%
&tu&2 dt (1.33)
Note that
&t u&2L2q & f $u &Lq$C &tu&
2s
1 &tu&2&2s & f $u&Lq$

&0
2
&t u&21+C1 &t u&2 & f $u&1(1&s)Lq$ (1.34)
where s=n2&n(2q)=n(2q$). We take 1q$=1&(1q)<2n, therefore
s<1. According to (1.7$),
& f $u&1(1&s)Lq$ C+C &u&
p0 (1&s)
Lq$p0
C+C1 &u& p0(1&s)1 (1.35)
since Lq$p0#H1 when p0=2n(n&2)q$ and we take 1q$= p0 ((n&2)2n).
Using (1.8), (1.33), (1.34), (1.35) and Lemma 1.4, we deduce from (1.32)
that since p0 (1&s)2,
(T&%) &tu(T )&2+&0 |
T
%
(t&%) &tu&21 dtC2+
1
3 |
T
%
(t&%) &t u&2 dt
(1.36)
This inequality yields
(T&%) &tu(T )&C4 \T # [%, %+1] (1.37)
by the Gronwall inequality. Expressing 2u from (1.1), we estimate
(T&%) &2u(T )&, using (1.37), (1.17), and this yields (1.30).
Lemma 1.7. Let h # R, let z # H2 be a solution of the steady-state
equation corresponding to (1.1) where g0= g,
a 2z& f (z, *%+h)& g=0. (1.38)
Let u(t) be a solution of (1.1), (1.8), &u(%)&1R. Then for t%
&u(t)&z&1C(&u(%)&z&1+[*(t&%)+|h| ] eC(t&%). (1.39)
Proof. Subtracting (1.38) from (1.1), we obtain the equation
t(u&z)=a2(u&z)&( f (u(t), *t)& f (z, *%+h)). (1.40)
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We set w=u&z and, multiplying by &2w, obtain
1
2
t &{w&2+&0 &2w&2& f (z+w, *t)&f (z, *t)& &2w&
+& f (z, *t)&f (z, *%+h)& &2w&

&0
2
&2w&2+C & f (z+w, *t)&f (z, *t)&2
+C & f (z, *t)& f (z, *%+h)&2. (1.41)
According to (1.7),
& f (z+w, *t)& f (z, *t)&C &|w|(1+|z| p0+|w| p0)&,
& f (z, *t)& f (z, *%+h)&C( |*t&*%|+|h| ) &1+|z| p0+1&.
Since H1/L2p0+2 and u, z are bounded in H1 by Lemma 1.3 and 2.1, it
follows from (1.41) that
t &w&21+&0 &w&22C &w&21+C1(*|t&%|+ |h| )2.
This inequality implies (1.39).
Consider the equation (1.1) where the function f has a shifted argument:
t u=a 2u& f (u, {+*t)&g, u|0=0. (1.42)
Here {0. We consider two solutions u1 , u2 of this equation with {={1
and {={2 , *=*1 and *=*2 , |*i |*0 , respectively and with different
initial values u1(%), u2(%).
Lemma 1.8. Let &u1(t)&1R, &u2(t)&1R \t%0 . Let %%0 . Then
&u1(t)&u2(t)&1Ce:0 (t&%)(&u1(%)&u2(%)&1+|{1&{2 |+ |*1&*2 | )
(1.43)
where C=C(R), :0=:0(&u1(%)&0 , &u2(%)&0).
Proof. On subtracting the equations for u1 and u2 and multiplying the
result by &2(u1&u2), we put u1&u2=w and obtain
1
2t &w&
2
1+&0 &w&
2
2&2w& & f (u1 , {1+*1 t)& f (u2 , {2+*2 t)&. (1.44)
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By (1.7), using the Ho lder inequality, we obtain:
& f (u1 , {1+*1 t)&f (u2 , {2+*2 t)&
C &(u1&u2)(1+|u1 | p0+|u2 | p0)&
+C( |{1&{2 |+|*1&*2 | t)&1+|u1 | p0+1+|u2 | p0+1&
C1 &u1&u2&L2q (1+&u1&
p0
L2q$p0
+&u2& p0L2q$p0
)
+C( |{1&{2 |+( |*1&*2 | t)(1+&u1& p0+1L2p0+2
+&u2& p0+1L2p0+2
) (1.45)
Here 1q+1q$=1, 1(2q)=12&1n, 1(2q$)=1n. According to the
Sobolev embedding theorem, H1/L2q . By the Sobolev embedding theorem
and the interpolation inequality, using the boundedness of ui in H0 and (1.8)
&ui& p0L2q$p 0
C(&u i&1+1),
(1.46)
&ui & p0+1L2p0+2
C(&u i&21+1).
Hence we deduce from (1.44) and (1.45)
t &w&21C2(&u1&21+&u2&21+1) &w&21
+C3( |{1&{2 |2+|*1&*2 | 2 t2)(&u1&41+&u2&
4
1+1). (1.47)
Here C2 , C3 depend on &u1(%)&, &u2(%)&. Using the Gronwall lemma and
(1.11), we obtain
&w(t)&21C4 &w(%)&
2 e&(%&t)C5+C6( |{1&{2 |2+|*1&*2 |2).
Here C5 depends on &u(%)&, C4 and C6 on R. This implies (1.43).
Lemma 1.9. u(t) is continuous as an H1-valued function for t>0.
Proof. By (1.43) u(t) is a H0-valued continuous function. Since u(t) is
bounded in H2 , it is compact in H1 on every segment 0t1tt2 .
This implies the continuity of u(t).
2. ON A PROXIMITY OF NONSTATIONARY SOLUTIONS TO
STEADY-STATE SOLUTIONS
In the equation (1.1) the nonlinearity f (u, {) may be considered as a
function f ( } , {) which depends on the parameter {. We introduce the space
Qql of such functions f. Let
& f &Qlq= sup
u # R m
:
|;| l
| ;u f (u)| (1+|u| )
&q+|;|, (2.0)
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 ;u f =
|;| fu;1
1
} } } u;mm , |;|=;1+ } } } +;m . Everywhere below in this sec-
tion we denote by Q the space Q p0+1
1
where p0=min(4n, 2(n&2)) when
n3, p0 is arbitrarily large when n=2. For n=1 we take Q=(C 1(Rm))m,
that is Q consists of continuously differentiable on Rm (may be unbounded)
functions. Note that from (1.7), (1.7$) it follows that the nonlinearity f ( } , {)
belongs to Q for any { and is bounded in Q uniformly with respect to {.
We impose the next additional conditon on f ( } , {).
Condition 2.1. (i) The function f ( } , {) uniformly continuously depends
on {0 in the space Q.
(ii) The set F={ f ( } , {) is precompact in Q.
(iii) The set F$={ f ${( } , {) is precompact in Q.
We shall denote the closure of F in Q by [F].
Remark 2.1. The simplest example of a function satisfying Condition 2.1 is
given by the formula
f (u, {)= :
N0
i=1
bi ({) fi (u),
where bi ({), b$i ({), { # R, are real functions uniformly continuous and bounded
on R, fi # Q.
Note that the convergence in Q implies the uniform convergence of
functions and their first derivatives on bounded in Rm sets. Since any f # F
satisfies (1.3), (1.4), (1.6) where all constants are independent of {, then any
f # [F] satisfies (1.3), (1.4), (1.6). In particular, any f # [F] satisfies the
inequality
| f (u)& f (v)|C(1+|u|+|v| ) p0 |u&v|
which follows from (1.7).
For any f # [F], g # H we consider the equation
a 2z&f (z)& g=0. (2.1)
We denote the set of all solutions z # H2 of this equation by N( f, g), we
set N( f )=N( f, g) if g coincides with g0 in (1.1).
Lemma 2.1. There exists such R0>0 that for any f # [F] any solution
z of (2.1) satisfies the estimate
&z&2R0 , (2.2)
R0 depends only on &g& and on constants in (1.4), (1.7).
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Proof. Multiplying (2.1) by &z and using (1.4), we obtain:
&0 &{z&2&g& &z&+C$ &z&2+
1
$
&g&2+C
Using (1.13) and taking $<&0+1 , we obtain:
&z&1=&{z&C1+C1 &g&. (2.3)
Multiplying (2.1) by &2z, we obtain
&0 &2z&2&g& &2z&+& f (z)& &2z&
Using (1.17) and (2.3) we obtain
&0 &2z&2
&0
2
&2z&2+C &g&2+C1 (2.4)
This yields (2.2).
We introduce more notations. Let N( f ), f # [F], be the set of all
solutions z # H2 of the equation (2.1) with fixed f, g= g0 , let N{=N( f ({)).
Let
N= .
{ # R
N{/H2 , (2.5)
[N] is the closure of N in H1 . By Lemma 2.1 [N] is compact in H1 .
Lemma 2.2. Let p1, f1 , f2 # Q p30 , pp31, let z # Lpp3(0). Then
& f1(z)& f2(z)&Lp& f1& f2&Q
0
p3 (C+C &z& p3Lpp3). (2.6)
Proof. From the definition of the norm in Q p3
0
we obtain for every
z=z(x) # Rm
| f1(z)& f2(z)|& f1& f2 &Q 0
p3 (1+|z| ) p3.
On powering this inequality and integrating it, we obtain (2.6):
& f1(z)& f2(z)&Lp& f1& f2&Q 0
p3 (C+C &z& p3Lpp3).
Lemma 2.3. Let f # Q1 , u # H1 , v # H1 . Then
& f (u)& f (v)&LpC &u&v&Lp2 & f &Q1
p3 (1+&u& p3Lp2+&v&
p3
Lp2
), (2.7)
p2= p3 p.
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Proof. Obviously f (u)& f (v)= f $(%u+(1&%)v)(u&v), % # [0, 1]. Using
the definition (2.5), we conclude that
& f (u)& f (v)& pC |
0
(1+|u| pp3& p+|v| pp3& p) & f & p
Q
1
p3 |u&v|
p dx. (2.8)
Using the Ho lder inequality, we conclude that
& f (u)& f (v)&C &u&v&Lpp3 & f &Q 1
p3 (1+&u&Lpp3+&v&Lpp3).
Lemma 2.4. (i) The set N( f ) for any f # [F] is compact in H2 and
in H1 .
(ii) The set [N] is compact in H2 and for any z # [N] there exists
f # [F] such that z is a solution of the equation (2.1).
(iii) The set N( f, g) depends on H1 upper semicontinuously on
f # [F]/Q and on g # H&1 (H&1=2(H1)).
(iv) The set N([{$, {"])= [N{ , { # [{$, {"]] is compact in H1 and
H2 for any {${", {$, {" # R.
Proof. When p02(n&2), H1/L2( p0+1) . By Lemma 2.3, where
p3= p0+1, f (u) continuously in H0=L2(0)m depends on u # H1 if f # [F].
The equation (2.1) is equivalent to
z=2&1g+2&1f (z) (2.9)
Since the mapping z  2&1f (z) is continuous in H2 , the set of solutions of
this equation is closed in H2 . Since the embedding H2/H1 is compact, any
bounded in H2 sequence zj has a converging in H1 subsequence zk ,
therefore 2&1f (zk) converges in H2 , hence zk converges in H2 and N{ is
compact. So point (i) is proved. To prove point (ii), consider a sequence
zj # N, zj  z0 in H1 . By the definition of N, zj # N( fj ), fj # F. Since [F]
is compact, we can assume fj w
Q f0 , f0 # [F]. Obviously, for any
f1 , f2 # Q, and u1 , u2 # H1
& f1(u1)& f2(u2)&& f1(u1)& f1(u2)&+& f1(u2)& f2(u2)&. (2.10)
Using Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 with p3= p0+1, we deduce from (2.9) that
& fj (zj)& f0(z0)&  0 as j  .
By (2.9)
zj=2&1g+2&1f j (zj).
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Since 2&1fj (zj)  2&1f0(z0) in H2 , zj converge in H2 and z j  z0 in H2 .
Obviously, z0 is a solution of (2.8) with f =f0 , so point (ii) is proved.
To prove point (iv), consider a sequence zk # N( f ({k)), {k # [{$, {"].
Thanks to the compactness of N and [{$, {"], we can choose a sub-
sequence zj  z0 in H1 , {j  {0 # [{$, {"]. Further, on repeating the proof of
point (ii), we obtain the statement of point (iv).
Now we prove point (iii), that is for any f0 # [F], g0 # H0 , =>0
there exists $>0 such that if & f& f0&Q<$, &2&1(g& g0)&1<$ then
N( f )/O1= (N( f0)).
Assume the contrary, that is _ f0 # [F], g0 # H0 , =>0 such that for any
$>0, _ f, & f& f0&Q<$, &g& g0&&1<$, and _z # N( f ), z  O1=(N( f0)).
We can choose sequences gj # H0 , fj # Q, zj # N( fj), zj  O1=(N( f0)), zj  z0 # H2
in H1 , & fj& f0&Q 0. From (2.7) it follows that fj(zj)  f0(z0) in H0 and z0 is
a solution of (2.9), hence z0 # N( f0) (g= g0 in (2.1)). Therefore &zj&z0&1  0,
and we have obtained a contradiction with the assumption zj  O1= (N( f0)).
So point (iii) is proved.
Everywhere below the next condition is assumed to hold.
Condition 2.2. There exists N0 such that for any {0 the set N{ of
solutions of (2.1) consists of no more than N points.
Lemma 2.5. For any $1>0 an any f # [F], there exists a partition of
the set N( f ), into clusters Ki ,
N( f )=K1 _ } } } _ Ks , s=s( f )N, (2.11)
where the clusters Ki have the following properties:
(1) in every cluster Ki there is such a point z0i that
&z$&z0i &1<5$1(N&1) \z$ # Ki ; (2.12)
(2) for any two different clusters Ki , Ki$ , i{i$
dinf(Ki , Ki$ )5$1 (2.13)
where
dinf(A,B)=inf[&x&g&1 : x # A, g # B]. (2.14)
Proof. Put N$=N( f ) for brevity. We construct the set K1 by induction.
We take any z # N$ as z0 # K1 , z1=z. Assume that zj # K1 , j=0, ..., K&1,
&zj&z0&5$1 j. We take as zk # K1 a point z # N$"[z1 , ..., zk&1] if there
exists zj # K1 , 1 j<k such that &zj&zk&<5$. If there is no such zk the set
K1 is constructed.
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Obviously, &zk&z0&<5$1k. Indeed,
&zk&z0&1&zk&zj &1+&z j&z0&1<5$1+5j$1<5k$1 . (2.15)
We put z01=z
0, and (2.12) holds. Obviously &z&zj&1>5$1 for any
zj # K1 , z # N$"K1 . Let now K1 , Ki&1 be constructed. The set Ki is defined
in the same way as K1 , but we take all the points of K i from the set N$,
N$i=N$"(K1 _ } } } _ Ki&1). Obviously, (2.12) holds. Obviously, &z&z j &1
5$1 for z # N$i . zj # Ki according to the construction of Kk , ki&1.
Therefore (2.13) holds.
Lemma 2.6. For any $$>0 and h>0 there exist integer N1 and real
positive %0<h, $" and there exists a collection of vectors f’ # [F], ’=1, ..., N1 ,
and an integer-valued sequence ’(i ), 1’(i)N1 , i=1, 2, ... such that if
&g& g0&<$", 1N2%0 then
O1$$2(N( f ({), g))/O
1
$$(N( f’(n))) (2.16)
when (nN2)&%0{((n+2)N2)+%0 .
Proof. First, note that N( f )/H1 depends on f # [F] upper semicon-
tinuously (see point (iii) of Lemma 2.4). Namely, for any f1 # [F] and for
any $$>0 there exists $>0 such that if & f& f1 &<2$, &g&g0 &&12$
then
N( f, g)/O1$$2(N( f1)). (2.17)
Fix $$>0. For any f1 # [F] take N( f1) and, using the upper semicon-
tinuity of N( f ), find such $=$( f1)>0 that (2.17) holds when f # OQ2$( f1).
So we have a covering of [F] by the sets OQ$ ( f1). Since [F] is compact
in Q=Q p0+1
1
, we can choose a finite subcovering [OQ$’( f’), ’=1, ..., N1] of
[F] and, according to (2.17), N( f, g)/O1$$2(N( f’)) when
f # OQ2$’( f’), &g&g0 &&1$’ . (2.18)
Let $0=min[$’ , ’=1, ..., N1]. If z # OQ$’( f’) then O
Q
$0
(z) # OQ2$’( f’). We
fix $0 , $0=$0($$). We take $"=$0 . According to Condition 2.2,
& f ({+%)& f ({)&Q<$0 if |%|<2%0 (2.19)
where %0 is small enough. Let integer N2>0 be such that 1N2<%0 , let
{n=nN2 , n=0, 1, ... .
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Since OQ$j( fj) is a covering, for any n there exists ’ such that
OQ$0( f ({n)) # O
Q
2$’
( f’), ’=’(n) (2.20)
We fix the function ’=’(n), n=0, 1, .... From (2.19), (2.20) it follows
that f ({) # OQ2$’( f’) when {n&%0{<{n+2+%0 . From this inclusion and
from (2.18) we obtain (2.16) ($"=$0).
Lemma 2.7. For any =>0 there exist such $">0, %0>0 that if 1N2<%0
then for any integer n there exist zj , {$j , j=1, ..., N3 , N3N, zj # N( f ({$j)),
{$j # [nN2 , (n+2)N2] such that if { # [nN2 , (n+2)N2), &g& g0&<$", we
have
O1=2(N[nN2 , (n+2)N2])/O
1
= (z1) _ } } } _ O
1
= (zN3). (2.21)
(N is the same as in Condition 2.1.)
Proof. In Lemma 2.6 put $$==4, let %0 be the same as in Lemma 2.6.
The set N( f’(n)) is finite according to Condition 2.2. By (2.16) 1=
N([nN2 , (n+2)N2]/O=4(z$1) _ } } } _ O=4(z$N$) where z$1 _ } } } _ z$N$=
N( f’(n)), N$N.
Obviously, we can retain only such z$j that O=4(z$j) & 1{<. We renumerate
z$j so that these z$j have first N" numbers, N"N$N. Obviously, there exist
such zj # 1 that O=4(z$j)/O=2(zj), j=1, ..., N". Therefore
1/O=2(z1) _ } } } _ O=2(zN").
Hence for any z # 1
O=2(z)/O=(z1) _ } } } _ O=(zN"),
and we put N3=N".
Consider the equation
a 2u& f (u, {)= g+ g1 (2.22)
where u # H2 , g, g1 # H0 . Obviously (2.22) coincides with (2.1) when g1=0.
We impose the next condition of uniform upper semicontinuity at g1=0 of
the set of solutions of (2.22) which in fact is a condition on f (u, {).
Condition 2.3. For any $1>0 there exists $2>0 such that if &g1&$2
then for any solution (u, {), {0 of the equation (2.22) there exists {$, u$
such that (u$, {$) is a solution of (2.22) with g1=0 and
&u&u$&1+|{&{$|<$1 . (2.23)
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Everywhere in the following sections we assume that Condition 2.3 holds as
all the conditions imposed before on f. Now we give explicit sufficient
conditions for Condition 2.3 to hold.
Lemma 2.8. Let f ( } , {) be periodic with respect to { for large {, that is,
f ( } , {+?)= f ( } , {) if |{|T $, |{+?|T $,
where ? is the period.
Then Condition 2.3 holds.
Proof. Assume the contrary, that is there exists =>0 such that for any
$>0 there exists g1 , &g1&$ and a solution (u, {) of (2.22) such that for
any solution ({$, u$) of (2.22)
&u&u$&1+|{&{$|=.
We choose a sequence $j  0 and corresponding uj , {j , gj , gj  0, we
have
&uj&u$&1+|{ j&{$|= (2.24)
for any solution u$, {$ of (2.22) with g1=0. Note that we can choose a
bounded sequence {j . Indeed if {j is unbounded, we can for large {j ,
|{j |T $+?, take {j"={j+k?, |{j"|T $+?, k # Z. Since f is periodic for
|{|T $, (uj , {j") is the solution of the same equation as (uj , {j). So we can
assume |{j |T $+?. By Lemma 2.1 all solutions u of (2.22) are bounded
in H2 if g, g1 are bounded in H. Since the embedding H2/H1 is compact,
we can choose converging in H1 sequences uj  u0 , {j  {0 . Like in
Lemma 2.4 we obtain f (uj , {j)  f (u0 , {0). We easily obtain that u0 , {0 is a
solution of (2.22) with g1=0. Therefore we can take u$=u0 and {$={0
in (2.24). Since uj  u0 , {j  {0 , we have come to a contradiction, and the
lemma is proved.
Remark 2.2. Let f ( } , {) be such as in Lemma 2.8. Let {"=,({) where ,
is a monotone function whose inverse is Lipschitzian, that is
&{&{1 &C |,({)&,({1)| \{, {$ # R.
Then f1( } , {)= f ( } , ,({)) satisfies Condition 2.3.
Remark. 2.3. If the function f ( } , {) is periodic in { for large { one can
take points z j in Lemma 2.7 from a finite set. Indeed, we can take in
Lemma 2.6 F=F1 _ F2 _ F3 where F1 corresponds to a finite interval of
{ where f ({) is not periodic, and F2 , F3 correspond to large positive and
large negative { respectively for which f ({) is periodic. Consider the case
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when {>>1 is in the domain of periodicity of f ({) (let the period T $ equal
1 for simplicity, otherwise one has to change 1N2 by T $N2 in all the
formulations, which is certainly not essential ); on the finite interval every-
thing is quite similar. One can take in Lemma 2.6 f’(n)=N( f ((n+1)2));
using the upper semicontinuity of N( f ) and continuity of f ({) one easily
obtains its statement. Therefore one can choose in Lemma 2.7 zj=z$j from
the set N( f ({$j ) with {$j=(n+1)N2 independent from j ; obviously the set
from which zj is chosen is finite, the size of the set depends on =. One may
consider the case of Lipschitzean change of variables like in Remark 2.2,
the zj=z$j are the same and {$j are shifted by the change of variables.
Lemma 2.9. Let u(t) be a solution of (1.1), &u(t)&1R for t1tt2 .
Let *t1={1 , *t2={2 . For any $1>0 and R there exist such $2 , h2 , =2 that
if
&u(t1)&u(t2)&1$2 , |{1&{2 |h2 , 0<*=2
then
distH1(u(t), N([{1&$1 , {2+$1])<$1 2 \t # [t1+1, t2]. (2.25)
Proof. According to Lemma 1.4
|
t2
t1
&t u&2 dtC |{1&{2 |+C*+|8(u(t1), {1)&8(u(t2), {2)|. (2.26)
According to (1.3), (1.23), (1.7) we have
|8(u1 , {1)&8(u2 , {2)|C(&u1&1+&u2&1) &u1&u2&1+&g& &u1&u2&
+C | ((1+|u1 |+|u2 | ) p0+1 |u1&u2 |
+(1+|u1 |+|u2 | ) p0+2 |{1&{2 | ) dx.
By (1.8) Lp0+2#H1 and, therefore,
|8(u1 , {1)&8(u2 , {2)|C(&u1&u2 &1+|{1&{2 | ) (2.27)
where C depends on &u1 &1 , &u2&1 . By (2.26), (2.27)
|
t2
t1
&t u&2 dtC1h2+C1 $2 . (2.28)
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This yields that on any segment [t, t+1] # [t1 , t2] there is a point t* such
that
&tu(t*)&2C1h2+C1 $2 (2.29)
According to Condition 2.3, where g1=&tu(t*), for any $3>0, if h2+$2
is sufficiently small, there exists z such that
&u(t*)&z&1<$3 , z # N{ , |*t*&{|<$3 , { # [{1&$3 , {2+$3].
(2.30)
By Lemma 1.7
&u(t)&z&1C($3+*) when t*tt*+2. (2.31)
We take *$3 and we take $3 so small that 3C$3<$1 2, $3<$1 . From
(2.30) and (2.31), it follows (2.25).
3. BEHAVIOR OF SOLUTIONS NEAR EQUILIBRIUM POINTS
Let g= g0 ,
E=H1_R_R, N =[(z, {, 0) # E: z # N{ , { # R],
&u &E=(&u&21+|{|
2+|*1 |2)12 for u =(u, {, *1) # E.
Recall that z # N{ if z is a solution of (2.1) with f =f (u, {). In this section
we substitute *=*1+:1 , :>0, and rewrite (1.1) in the form of a system
tu=: 2u& f (u, {)& g, (3.1)
t {=*1+:1 , (3.2)
t *1=0. (3.3)
Obviously, a vector u # N is a steadystate solution of (3.1)(3.3). The
right-hand side of (3.1)(3.3) does not depend explicitly on t, and, accord-
ing to the results of Section 1, this system generates a semigroup St which
acts in E
St : (u(0), {(0), *1(0))  (u(t), {(t), *1(t)).
Obviously, the hyperplane *1= constant is invariant and the {(t) is given
by the formula {(t)={(0)+*1+:1 t that is {(t) is unbounded when t  +.
We shall study the behavior of St as t  + on the invariant set |*1 |<=,
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where = is small. If *1=0, (3.1) generates the semigroup [S 0t ({)], S
0
t ({):
H1  H1 . We denote by A1 the linear part of the right-hand side of
(3.1)(3.3) at u 0=(z0 , {0 , 0) # N ,
A1u $#(a 2u$& f $u(z0 , {0)u$& f ${(z0 , {0){$, 0, 0) (3.4)
where u $=(u$, {$, *$1). The nonlinear part B is defined by
Bu$=(&f (z0+u$, {0+{$)+ f (z0 , {0)+ f $u(z0 , {0)u$
+ f ${(z0 , {0){$), (*$1)1+:, 0). (3.5)
The operators A1 and B act from the space E1=H2_R_R into
E0=H_R_R. Setting u =u 0+u $ we rewrite (3.1)(3.3) in the form
tu $=A1u $+B(u $). (3.6)
Theorem 3.1. The system (3.1)(3.3) generates a semigroup [St] in
H1_R_R=E. This semigroup is bounded and the operators are continuous.
Proof. The system (3.1)(3.3) with the initial condition u | t=0=
(u0 , {0 , *10) is equivalent to the equation
t u=a 2u& f (u, {0+*1+:10 t)& g, u| 0=0, u| t=0=u0 (3.7)
{ and *1 are defined by
{={0+t*1+:1 , *1=*10 . (3.8)
Under the conditions of Section 1, there exists an unique solution u of (3.7)
u # L2([0, T], H2) & L([0, T], H1) \T>0. (3.9)
(For the proofs see [7], in similar situation [1].) Since (3.1)(3.3) is
autonomous, this system generates a semigroup.
To study local properties of (3.6) by the methods of [1], we consider the
linear nonhomogeneous equation corresponding to (3.6). It takes the form
t v =A1v +h (t) (3.10)
where h # L2([0, T], E0), h =(h1 , h2 , h3), v =(v, {, *1).
Obviously,
*1(t)=*1(0)+|
t
0
h3(t) dt, (3.11)
{(t)=|
t
0
h2(%) d%+{(0). (3.12)
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Therefore v is a solution of
t v=a 2v& f $u(z0 , {0)v& f ${(z0 , {) {(t)+h1(t). (3.13)
Obviously, *1(t) and {(t) belong to the space C :([0, T]) (0<:<12) of
Ho lder continuous functions, these functions are bounded in C: when
h2 , h3 are bounded in L2([0, T]).
According to (1.17), using the boundedness of z0 in H1 , we conclude that
& f ${(z0 , {0)&C. (3.14)
The linear equation (3.13) has an unique solution v such that
v # L2([0, T], H2) & L([0, T], H1), tv # L2([0, T], H ) (3.15)
(see [3]). We shall denote the set of all functions (v(t), {(t), *(t)) such that
v(t) satisfies (3.15), t {(t) # L2([0, T], R), t *1(t) # L2([0, T], R) by L1.
From the unique solvability of (3.13) we obtain the next lemma.
Lemma 3.1. For any T0>0 the solution of (3.10) satisfies the estimate
&*1&L(R)+&{&L(R)+max(&v&L2(H2) , &v&L(H1))
C[&h &L2+&v(0)&H1+|*1(0)|+|{(0)|]. (3.16)
Here we denote Lp(H i)=Lp([0, T], Hi), T0T>0, C depends on T0 and
does not depend on z0 , {0 .
So we have defined the operator R (which depends on T as well as the
spaces),
R: L2(H0)_L2(R)_L2(R)_H1_R_R  L,
L=L(H1) & L2(H2)_L(R)_L(R).
This operator is bounded, Rh=(v, t, *) is a solution of (3.10) with the
initial condition
v (0)=v 0 # H1_R_R.
Lemma 3.2. Let f satisfy (1.6), belong to C1+: (Rm_R) and satisfy for
n2 the following inequality
| f ${(u, {)& f ${(u1 , {1)|+(1+|u|+|u1 | ) | f $u(u, {)& f $u(u1 , {1)|
C |u&u1 | : (1+|u| p+1+|u1 | p+1)
+|{&{1 | : (1+|u|+|u1 | ) p+:+1, :>0, (3.17)
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where for n>2
p+:= p3 , p3
4&2:
n&2
,
1
p
\1&4n+<\
2
n
&:+ , :<2n . (3.17$)
Then the operator B defined by (3.5) satisfies the estimates
&B(u )&E0C &u &
1+:
E (1+&u &E1) (3.18)
&B(u )&B(u 1)&E0C &u &u 1&
:
E (&u 2&E+&u 1 &E)(1+&u 2&E1+&u 1&E1),
(3.19)
&B$(u )v &E0C &u &
:
E (1+&u &E1) &v &E , (3.20)
&(B$(u)&B$(u1))v&E0C &u&u1&
: [&v&(&u&E1+&u1&E1+1), (3.21)
where C depends on &u&E , &u1 &E .
Proof. All estimates (3.18)(3.11) are obtained similarly. We restrict
ourselves to deducing (3.20) in the case when n3.
The Frechet differential B$(u )v , where u =(u, {, *1), v=(v, !, $) is defined
by
&B$(u )v =( f $u(z0+u, {0+{) v&df $u(z0 , {0)v
+f ${(z0+u, {0+{)!&f ${(z0 , {0)!, &(1+:) *:1$, 0). (3.22)
The H0-norm of the first component of B$(u )v is not greater than
&( f $u(z0+u, {0+{)& f $u(z0 , {0))v&+& f ${(z0+u, {0+{)& f ${(z0 , {0)& |!|.
(3.23)
When n2, H1(0)/L2q3(0) if &12q3=(1n)&(12). Using (3.17) and
the Ho lder inequality with the exponents q1=1:, q3 and q2 , 1q1+1q2+
1q3=1 (such q2>1 exists since 1>(2n)&:>0, 1q2=(2n)&:), we see
that the first term in (3.23) is not greater than
C &|u|: (1+|u| p+|z0 | p)v&+C |{|: &(1+|u| p+:+|z0 | p+:)v&
C1 &u&:L2(1+&u&
p
L2q2 p
+&z0& pL2q2 p) &v&L2q3
+C1 |{| : (1+&u&:L2+&z0&)(1+&u&
p
L2q2
p+&z0& pL2q2 p
) &v&L2q3 .
(3.24)
Note that when &nq=s&n2 and 1s2 we have
&u&LqC &u& s&12 &u&
2&s
1 . (3.25)
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Since p= p3&:, the exponent q=2q2 p=2q2( p3&:) satisfies the equation
1
q
=
1
2q2
1
( p3&:)
=
1
( p3&:)
1
2 \
2
n
&:+
and s=n(12&1q)=n2(1&(1( p3&:))((2n)&:)), s2 by (3.17$). According
to (3.25), &u&2 is included in (3.24) with the exponent p(s&1)=( p3&:)(s&1)
which is equal to
( p3&:) _n2 \1&
1
( p3&:) \
2
n
&:++&1&= p3 \n2&1++:&1.
This exponent is not greater than 1 by (3.17$).
Therefore, the first term of (3.24) is bounded by
C2 &u&:L2(1+&u&2+&z0&2) &v&1 . (3.26)
Since z0 is bounded in H2 according to Lemma 2.1, (3.26) is bounded by
C3 &u&:L2(1+&u&2) &v&1 .
Analogously, the second term in (3.24) is bounded by
C4 |{| : (1+&u&2) &v&1 .
Analogously estimating the second term in (3.23), we deduce that the norm
of the first component of B$(u )v is not greater than
C5(&u&:1+|{|:)(1+&u&2) &v&1+C5 |!| (1+&u&2)(&u&:1+|{|:).
Since &u&1+|{|C &u &E , &v&1+|!|C &v &, &u&2&u &E1 , we see that the
first component of B$(u )v is bounded by
C6 &u &:E (1+&u &E1) &v &E .
The estimates of the second and the third components are trivial. Therefore,
we obtain (3.20). Estimate (3.19) easily follows from (3.20), estimate (3.18)
follows from (3.19) since B(0)=0. Estimate (3.21) is deduced in the same
way as (3.20) and Lemma 3.2 is proved.
Remark 3.1. Everywhere below we assume that (3.17) holds as well
as the conditions on f imposed earlier. Note that the convergence in
Q=Q p0+11 (see Section 2) implies the convergence of functions and their
first derivatives on bounded sets. Since all the constants in (3.17) do not
depend on {, (3.17) holds for f # [F] as well.
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Let (’), ’ # R be a C function, (’)0, (’)=1 when |’|12,
(’)=0 when |’|1. Let =(u)=(=&1 &u &E). Since E is a Hilbert space,
=(u) is twice differentiable on E.
Consider the problem
t v =A1v +=(v ) B(v ), v | t=0=v 0 # E. (3.27)
Theorem 3.2. Let =<=0 , =0 be sufficiently small. Then the equation
(3.27) generates the semigrop [St], St : E  E. The operator St are Frechet
differentiable on E and their differentials S$t : E  E satisfy for any fixed
T0>0 \t # [0, T0] the inequality
&S$t(u 0)&S$t(0)&+, 0tT0 (3.28)
where +  0 as =  0. The S$t(u) are Ho lder continuous on E with the
exponent :
&S$t(u 0)&S$t(v 0)&C &u 0&v 0&: \u 0 , v 0 # E. (3.29)
The numbers =0 , + and C depend only on constants C in (3.17), : is the same
as in (3.17) and in (3.23) (in (3.1)(3.3) the matrix a and the domain 0 are
fixed ).
Proof. According to Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 all conditions of
Theorems 7.2.2, 7.2.3, 7.2.4 of [1] are fulfilled. The statement of Theorem 3.2
follows from Theorem 7.2.4 of [1].
Remark 3.2. Obviously, if u (t), t # [T1 , T2], is a solution of (3.1)(3.3)
then u $(t)=u (t)&(z0 , {0 , 0) is a solution of (3.6) and if &u (t)&(z0 , {0 , 0)&
=2 for t # [T1 , T2], then v (t)=u $(t) is a solution of (3.27) and vice
versa.
Consider the linear operator S$t(0) which is generated by the equation
(3.10) with h=0. In fact, according to (3.4), these operators depend on
(z0 , {0), S$t(0)=S$t(0, z0 , {0). More precisely, they depend on the functions
f $u(z0 , {0), f ${(z0 , {0).
We denote Q p3
0
=Qu , Q p3+10 =Q{ where p3 is the same as in (3.17), (3.17$),
Q p0 are introduced in (2.0). We denote by [F$u] and [F${] the closure in Qu
and Q{ of the sets f $u( } , {), f ${( } , {), { # R respectively. Below we shall often take
f $u # F$u , f ${ # F${ not necessarry being the derivatives of the same f (u, {), we
denote by f the pair ( f $u , f ${) # F$u_F${ .
We assume that the following condition holds.
Condition 3.1. The sets [F$u] and [F${] are compact in Qu and Q{
respectively.
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Remark 3.3. Since the convergence in Qu and Q{ implies the uniform
convergence on bounded in Rm sets, conditions (3.17) on f $u and f ${ hold for
f $u # [Fu], f ${ # [F{].
Lemma 3.3. The operator S$t(0, z0 , {) continuously depends on the
functions f $u , f ${ # [F$u]_[F${]/Qu_Q{ and on z0 # N/H1 .
Proof. Since *1=0, the variation equation (3.10) is of the form
t v=a 2v& f $u(z) v& f ${(z0){$,
(3.30)
t {$=0, t!$=0, v| t=0=v0 , {$| t=0={$0 , !$| t=0=!$0 .
Obviously, S$t(0) v 0=(v(t), {$0 , !$0). Let us take two different f $u , f ${ #
[F$u]_[F${], that is f $1u(z1), f $1{(z1) and f $2u(z2), f $2{(z2). We denote the
corresponding operators by S$1, t and S$2, t . Let w (t)=(w, 0, 0)=S$1, tv 0&S$2, tv 0 .
Obviously, w(t) is a solution of the equation
t w=a 2w& f $1u(z1)w&( f $1u(z1)& f $2u(z2))v2
+[&f $1{(z1)+f $2{(z2)]{$0 , w| t=0=0. (3.31)
This equation is, obviously, of the form (3.13), where {(t)=0,
h1(t)=( f $1u(z1)& f $2u(z2))v2+[ f $2{(z2)& f $1{(z1)]{$0 .
According to Lemma 3.1, it suffices to prove that h1(t) # L2([0, T], H0)
and h1(t)  0 in this space if f 1  f 2 in Qu_Q{ and z1  z2 in H1 , zj # N.
Note that v2 is bounded in L2([0, T], H2) according to Lemma 3.1. By
Sobolev’s theorem H2/Lp for any p if n4. Consider the case n>4, when
H2/L2q , &n(2q)=2&n2. We shall estimate terms which include f $u ,
the terms which include f ${ are estimated more simply. Since &uv&
C &v&2 &u&Ln2 when n>4, we have
&v( f $1u(z1)& f $2u(z2))&L2([0, T], H0)C & f $1u(z1)& f $2u(z2)&Ln2 ,
& f $1u(z1)& f $2u(z2)&Ln2& f $1u(z1)& f $2u(z1)&Ln2 (3.32)
+& f $2n(z2)& f $2n(z1)&Ln2 .
Note that according to Condition 3.1, f $u # Q p30 . By Lemma 2.2
& f $1u(z1)& f $2u(z1)&Ln2C& f $1u& f $2u&Q0
p3 (&z1&Lp3n2+1). (3.33)
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Note that Lp3n2#H2 when &np3n22&n2, p34(n&4). By (3.17$),
this condition holds, since (4&2:)(n&2)4(n&4). According to (3.17)
and the Ho lder inequality
& f $2u(z2)& f $2u(z1)&Ln2C &|z&z1 |
: (1+|z| p+|z1 | p)&Ln2
C1 &z&z1&:Lp3n2 (1+&z&
p
Lp3 n2
+&z1& pLp3 n2).
(3.34)
Inequalities (3.32), (3.33), and (3.34) imply that, by Lemma 3.1, w  0 in
L([0, T], H1) when z  z1 in H2 . Since N is compact in H2 and in H1 ,
by Tikhonovs Lemma z  z1 in H2 if z  z1 in H1 and the lemma is proved.
Consider now the set of linear operators S$t(z0 , f ) which are defined by
(3.30), z0 # [N], f =( f $u , f ${) # [F$u]_[F${], the compact set [N]/H2
is defined in Section 2. We consider S$1(z0 , f ), that is t=1. The operators
S$1(z0 , f ) are compact in E (this follows from Lemma 1.6 applied to a
linear equation and from the compactness of the embedding H2/H1).
Therefore the spectrum _(z0 , f ) of S$1(z0 , f ) is discrete and has only one
limit point, that is zero. Let _+(z0 , f )=_(z, f ) & [ |!|1]. This set
consists of finite number of points and the corresponding invariant sub-
space E+(z0 , f ) of S$t(z0 , f ) is finite-dimensional. The subspace E&(z0 , f )
is an invariant subspace corresponding to _&(z0 , f )=_(z0 , f )"_+(z0 , f ).
We have E=E++E& , we denote by + and & the Riesz projections
onto E+ and E& , I=++& , +E&=0, & E+=0. The distance
dinf (_+(z0 , f ), _&(z0 , f ))>0,
where dinf (A, B)=inf[ |x& y| , x # A, y # B]. Therefore, for any (z0 , f ) #
[N]_[F$u]_[F${] there exist such \=\(z0 , f ), #>0 that
_+(z0 , f )/[!: |!|>\], _&(z0 , f )/[!: |!|<\],
_(z0 , f ) & [!: \&3#<|!|<\+3#1]=<.
Denote by S+(z0 , f ) and S&(z0 , f ) the restrictions of S1(z0 , f ) to E+(z0 , f )
and E&(z0 , f ) respectively. On E1 there is defined the inverse operator
S&1+ (z0 , f ). There exists a norm & &$ on E, which is equivalent to the norm
& &E , such that the corresponding operator norm for operators in E has the
following property
&S &1+ (z0 , f )&$(\+2#)
&1
&S&(z0 , f )&$(\&2#).
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Since S$1(z0 , f ) continuously depends on z0 , f and the resolvent operator
(S$1(z0 , f )&!I )&1 continuously depends on S$1(z0 , f ), we conclude that for
any z0 , f there exists $>0, $=$(z0 , f ) such that if
&z1&z0 &2+& f $1u& f $u &Qu+& f $1{& f ${&Q{<$,
then
_(z, f 1) & [!: \&2#<|!|<\+2#1]=<,
(3.35)
_+(z, f 1)/[!: |!|>\], _&(z, f 1)/[!: |!|<\].
Moreover,
&S &1+ (z, f 1)&$(\+#)
&1, (3.36)
&S&(z, f 1)&$(\&#), (3.37)
here the norm & &$ corresponds to (z0 , f ). Take for any (z0 , f ) such a
$-neighborhood O$(z0 , f ) in [N]_[F$u]_[F${] that (3.35), (3.36),
(3.37) hold. Since [N]_[F$u]_[F${] is compact, we can choose a finite
covering [N]_[F$u]_[F${] by such neighborhoods. Fix this covering
O$(zj , f j ) and for any (z, f ) # [N]_[F$u]_[F${] fix j= j(z, f ) such that
(z, f ) # O$(zj , f j).
We put into correspondence with (z, f ) the norm & &$=& &$j , j= j(z, f ),
\=\j (z, f ), #=#j (z, f ). Everywhere below it is supposed that the norm
& &$ and the numbers \ and # are defined by this correspondence.
Theorem 3.3. There exists such =0>0 that for any z # N , z =(z, {, 0),
the semigroup generated by (3.27) where =<=0 has an invariant manifold
M(z )=M(z, {)=[u +u ++u & , u += u # E+(z, f $u({), f ${({)),
u&=& u # E(z, f $u({), f ${({)), u &= g(u +)] \ f $u({)=fu , f ${({)=
f
{+
(3.38)
where g is of class C1+:(E+) and is bounded in this space uniformly with
respect to z # N : &g$&14.
The sets M(z, {, *0)/E defined by
M(z, {, *0)=M(z, {) & [*1=*0]
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are invariant and are defined by
M(z, {, *0)=[u=u ++u & , u +=(u+ , {, *0), u&= g(u+ , {, *0)]. (3.39)
(We shall call the M(z, {, *0) center-unstable manifolds, note that since \<1
they may include solutions which exponentially tend to z as t  +.)
Proof. The existence of M(z, {) follows for sufficiently small ==1 from
Theorems 5.2.1 and 5.2.3 in [1]. Conditions of these theorems are satisfied
according to Theorem 3.2. The number =1==1(z, {) depends only on + in
(3.28), on numbers \ and # in (3.36), (3.37) and on & &$. Since this \=\ j ,
#=#j , & &$=& &$j are chosen from a finite set, therefore this number =1(z, {)
=0>0. Since the equation for !=*0 in (3.27) is t *=0, the hyperplane
*=const in E is invariant, hence M(z, {, *0) is invariant. So Theorem 3.3
is proved.
Theorem 3.4. There exists such \<1 and such =1>0, =1=0 , that for
any z # N the following assertion holds. Let u (t) be a trajectory of [St] such
that u (t) # OE=1(z ) \t # [0, n], n # N. Then there exists such a trajectory v (t)
of [St] that
v(t)=Stv 0 # OE=0(z ) & M(z ) \t # [0, n+1], (3.40)
+ v (n)=+ u (n) and
&u (t)&v (t)&EC\t. (3.41)
If u (n)=(u(n), {(n), !) then v (t)=(v(t), {(t), !) with the same !. The =0 in
(3.40) is the same as in Theorem 3.3.
Proof. The existence of v (t) satisfying (3.40) and (3.41) follows from
Lemma 5.4.1 of [1]. =1 is independent of z by Theorem 3.3. The number \
in (3.41) coincides with \j (z, f ), f =( f $u({ j), f ${({j)). Since the set of \ is
finite, we put \=max \j , obviously \<1. Therefore (3.41) holds with \
and C independent of z . Note that the space E+(z, f )=E+(z, f ({)) is,
according to (3.30), an invariant subspace of the operator A ,
A v =(2v& f $u(z)v& f ${(z){$, 0, 0) (3.42)
where v =(v, {$, !$). Obviously, the subspace L0=(0, 0, R) is invariant,
L0/E+(z, {) and +(u, {, !)=(u+ , {+ , !) \!. So Theorem 3.4 is proved.
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Definition 3.1. Let z # N , (z, {, 0)=z be a steady-state solution of
(3.1)(3.3). Let M(z, {) be the manifold defined in Theorem 3.3. Let 0*$=8.
We denote
M+(z, {, *$)= .
t0
St(M(z, {) & [u : &u &(z, {, 0)&<=8, *1=*$]). (3.43)
Here = is the same as in (3.27). Obviously, M+(z, {, *$) is invariant with
respect to the semigroup [St] generated by (1.1)(1.3). We shall call
M+(z, {, *$) as well as M(z, {, *$) a center-unstable manifold.
Definition 3.2. Let for z # N{
M 0+(z, {)=?M+(z, {, 0) (3.44)
where M+ is defined by (3.43), ? is the projection from H1_R_R onto
H1 . We call M 0+ a center-unstable manifold of S
0
t ({).
We shall use the notations
M(*)= .
z$, {$
[M+(z$, {$, *): z$ # N{ , {$0]. (3.45)
Obviously M(*)/H1_R_R=E. We set
M0=?M(0). (3.46)
Definition 3.3. For z$ # N{$ , {0, let M+(z$, {$, *, {") be defined by
the formula
M+(z$, {$, *$, {")=M+(z$, {$, *$) & [{={"].
Let
M(0, {)= .
z$, {$
[u # H1 : u # M+(z$, {$, 0, {), z$ # N{$ , {$ # R]. (3.47)
(In the case of T $-periodic f ({) the results formulated below as it is clear
from the proofs and Remark 2.3 are true if the union in (3.45), (3.47) is
over a set of (z$, {$) # N with {$= jT $N2 where N2 is large enough.)
Obviously M+(z$, {$, 0, {) is invariant with respect to S 0t ({), M(0, {) is
also invariant.
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4. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF SOLUTIONS FOR LARGE TIMES
We consider the system (3.1)(3.3), which generates the semigroup in the
space E=H1_R_R.
We take the trajectory
u (t)=(u(t), {0(t), *1) (4.1)
of this semigroup with &u(0)&1R, {0(0)=0, 0<*1*2 , *2 being
sufficiently small. By Corollary 1.1, to study behavior of u(t) for large t it
suffices to consider R=R0 , R0 depends only on f and g in (3.1). Since the
component {(t)=*1+:1 t is described explicitly, we are mainly interested in
describing the behavior of u(t). By Lemma 1.3 &u(t)&1R1 ,
&u(t)&1R1 \t0, R1=R1(R0). (4.2)
Below we assume that this inequality holds. We shall study u (t) on inter-
vals {j*t{j+2h where h>0 is a fixed small number, h=1N2 , N2 is an
integer, {j= jh, *=*1+:1 . We shall obtain results (see Theorems 4.1 and 4.2
below) which are uniform with respect to j and *1 , 0<*1*2 .
We fix the number \<1, for which the assertion of Theorem 3.4 holds.
We fix the number :0 from the assertion of Lemma 1.8 where we take
R=R1 , R1 is the number in (4.2). We put
’=
:0
(1+:0 #)N3&1
, #=&ln \ (4.3)
where N3N, N is the number from Condition 2.2, N3 is defined in the
proof of Theorem 4.1.
Remark 4.1. Since we consider u(t) for large t only, then, according to
(1.10), &(u(t)&2C1 as tT0>>1, hence :0 depends only on C1 in (1.10).
Below we consider invariant center-unstable manifolds M+(z, {, *), M 0+(z, {)
and the sets M(*) and M(0, {) (see Definitions 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 and
Theorem 3.3). We prove in Theorem 4.1 that u (t) is exponentially close
(with the exponent ’) to center-unstable manifolds of [St].
Theorem 4.1. There exist such N2>0 and *2>0 and N4>0, N4N,
that for any trajectory u (t) of the form (4.1) where 0<*1<*2 the next
assertions hold. On any interval {n=nN2*t(n+2)N2={n+2 , n=0, 1, ...,
there exists a piecewise continuous trajectory u~ (t) of St which lies on invariant
manifolds M+(z, {, *) of St (see Definition 3.1) such that
&u (t)&u~ (t)&ECe&’(t&tn), tn={n * (4.4)
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for {n*t{n+2 ; here the constant C depends only on R1 , ’ is defined
by (4.3). The trajectory u~ (t) has no more than N4 points of discontinuity,
t=t$1 , ..., t$N4 , N4N. For any i
u~ (t$i) # M+(z$i , {$i), z$i # N{ $i , {n{$i{n+2 ,
u~ (t)=St u~ (t$i) for t$i+1>tt$i .
If f ({) is periodic in { we can take {i $={i+1 .
The proof will be given below, see also Remark 2.3 for periodic case.
Corollary 4.1. There exists such ’$>0, *$1>0 that for 0<**$1 for
any solution u of (3.1)(3.3) for which holds (4.2), we have
sup
t’$*
dist(u (t), M(*1))Ce&’’$* (4.5)
where M(*1) is defined by (3.45), *1=*1+:.
Proof. Obviously u~ (t) # M(*1) \t # [{n *, {n+2 *] for any n=0, 1, ... .
The interval [({n*)+(’$*), ({n+2 *)] lies in [{n+1 *, {n+2 *] if ’$ is
sufficiently small, and these intervals cover the entire semiaxis {’$.
Taking t’$*+{n * in (4.4), we obtain (4.5).
Corollary 4.2. Let ’" be any positive number. Then there exists such
*2>0 that if 0<**2
sup
t’" ln(1*)
dist(u (t), M(*1))C*’"’. (4.6)
Proof. If *2 is sufficiently small, ’" ln(1*)+{n *{n+1 *. Using (4.4),
we obtain (4.6).
In Theorem 4.1 and Corollaries 4.1 and 4.2 we studied the proximity
of u (t) to center-unstable manifolds of the semigroup [St] generated by
(3.1)(3.3) and acting on H1_R_R. In the next theorem we study the
proximity of u(t) (solution of (1.1) with 0<**2) to the center-unstable
manifolds of the semigroup S 0t which corresponds to (3.1) with *=0 and
acts in H1 .
Theorem 4.2. For any p, 0<p, there exist *2>0, C1 , C>0 such that
for any *, 0<*<*2 , for any solution u(t) of (1.1) for which holds (4.2), we
have the inequality
sup
tp ln(1*)+C
distH1(u(t), M(0, *t))C1*
q (4.7)
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where
q= p0(1+:0 #)&N, p0=min \q1(1+:0 #), :0 pN +min(q1 , #p)+ .
(4.7$)
Here :0 , # and N are the same as in Theorem 4.1, 0<q1 , 1, q1 is arbitrarily
close to 1.
The proof of Theorem 4.2 is given after the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Now we give the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Proof. Let =0 be so small that the assertion of Theorem 3.3 holds. Let
5$$N+h+*0<=1 4 where N is the number in Condition 2.2, =1 is the same
as in Theorem 3.4. Let the integers N1 and %0 be such as in Lemma 2.6 with
the mentioned $$ and h, 1N2min(h, %0). Let n0 be an integer, {n=nN2 ,
{n+2=(n+2)N2 . Consider the set N( f’), ’=’(n) (see Lemma 2.6).
Apply Lemma 2.5 where $1=$$ to this set. Let K1 , ..., Ks be the clusters
defined in this lemma. Let
0i=O12$$(Ki), 0i/H1 , i=1, ..., s
(0i=< when i=s+1, ..., N, N is the integer from Condition 2.2). From
(2.13) we deduce that
dinf (0i , 0i $)$ when i{i $. (4.8)
By (2.12)
diam 0i10$$N. (4.9)
Consider N( f ({)), {n{<{n+2 . By (2.16)
O$$2(N( f ({))/ .
N
i=1
0i , {n{<{n+2 . (4.10)
We introduce an integer-valued function /(i), /(i)=1 when
0i & \ .{n{{n+2 N( f ({))+{< (4.11)
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and /(i)=0 otherwise. Obviously, we can take in (4.10) only those 0i for
which /(i)=1. So we put 0i=< when /(i)=0, and renumerate 0i so that
0i {< and /(i)=1 when 1is, 0i=< when s<iN.
(4.12)
According to (4.11), if 0i {< there exists z i0 , {$i such that
{n{$i<{n+2 , z0i # N( f ({$i)).
By (4.9)
z0i # 0i/O
1
10$$N(z
0
i ) (4.13)
if 0i {<. Note that the domains 0i and points z0i depend on n, n=0, 1, ... .
0i=0in , z0i =z
0
in , i=1, ..., N,
and the properties (4.8), (4.10), (4.13) are valid. Below n is fixed. Let $2 , =2
and h2 in Lemma 2.9 be so small that (2.25) holds when $1=$$2. Let
$3min($2 2, $$2, h2), h22h, h2 and =2 be so small that for any %,
% # [{n , {n+2], %t%+2 the inequalities *=2 , &u(%)&z&1$3 z # N{ ,
{ # [{n&$3 , {n+2+$3] imply &u(t)&z&1$$ for %t%+2. Such $3 and
=2 exist according to Lemma 1.7. According to Lemma 2.7 and Lemma 1.7,
if u(t1) # O1$3(z), u(t2) # O
1
$3
(z) where z # N{ , { # [{n , {n+2], =t1 , =t2 # [{n , {n+2]
then
u(t) # .
i
0i , t1tt2 . (4.14)
Indeed, for t1+1tt2 this follows from (2.25) and (4.10) since $3$2 2,
2hh2 . For t1tt1+1 this follows from the definition of $3 . Note that
$3 does not depend on n.
By Lemma 2.7 where ==$3 , g= g0
O1$32(N[{n , {n+2])/O
1
$3
(z1) _ } } } _ O1$3(zN3) (4.15)
where zi # N({$i), {$i # [{n , {n+2], N3N, |{n+2&{n |<2%$02%0 .
Let $$2 be so small that the assertion of Condition 2.3 holds with
$1=$3 2, $2=$$2 . Let C1 and C2 be the same as in (1.28). Let =2 be so
small that in addition to already imposed conditions C1 =2<($$2)28, let
*2=min(=2 , *0).
Consider u(t) for {n*t{n+2 with n fixed. Let T1 be so large that
C2(T1&2)&1<($$2)28. Note that T1 does not depend on *. Fix N2 , fix T1 .
Let N40 be such integer that T $+{n *+N4T1={n+2 *, 0T $<T1 .
Obviously N4=N4(*), N4  + as *  0. Note that in the case 0N42
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and for {n*t<{n *+2T1 (4.4) is trivial by (4.2), so we take N42.
By (1.28), for any k # Z+ , 0kN4 , N4=N4(*), there exists such tk* #
[kT1+T $+{n *, (k+1)T1+T $+{n *[ that &tu(tk*)&$$2 2. Obviously,
tk*<t*k+1 ,
T1|t*k+2&tk*|3T1 , |t*k+1&tk*|2T1 . (4.16)
By Lemma 2.6 and Condition 2.3
u(tk*) # O$32(N( f (*tk*))). (4.17)
By (4.15)
u(tk*) # O1$3(zl), zl # N( f ({$l)), (4.18)
{$l # [{n , {n+2], l=}(k), 1lN$3 .
We fix this dependence l=}(k).
Consider the case }(k)=}(k+_) for _1. By (4.14)
u(t) # .
i
0i \t # [tk*, t*k+_].
Since u(t) is continuous in H1 with respect to t and (4.8) holds, there exists
i such that
u(t) # 0i \t # [t1*, t*k+_], i=i(k), (4.19)
if }(k)=}(k+_).
Now we shall look for the moments t$ at which u(t) passes from one 0i
to other. Consider consequently the intervals ] tk*, t*k+1 [, k=1, ..., N4&1.
We shall prove that the number of these intervals containing such points
is bounded uniformly with respect to small *, in fact this number is not
larger than N, N being the number from Condition 2.2
If there exists
t$ # ] tk*, t*k+1 [ , (4.20)
such that u(t$)  Ni=1 0i , we fix for any such k one t$ such that u(t$)=u(t$k).
Since for some k there might not be t$k , we renumerate t$k in such a way
that
t$j # ] tk*, t*k+1 [ , k=k( j ), (4.21)
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j=1, ..., N5 , (N5N4). So defined sequence t$j has the property k( j )>k( j $)
if j> j $. We have
}(k( j1)){}(k( j2)) if j1{ j2 . (4.22)
Indeed, k=k( j1){k( j2), therefore k( j2)k+1 if j2> j1 . Assume (4.22)
is not valid. In this case, by (4.19), u(t) # 0i for t # [tk*, t*k+1]. This
contradicts the inclusion t$j1 # ] tk*, t*k+1[ , k=k( j1), therefore (4.22) is valid.
Since }(k( j )) can take no more than N3 different values, we obtain
1 jN5N3N.
Therefore, there is no more than N3 intervals ] tk*, t*k+1 [ which satisfy (4.20).
Let
t&1 =t1*, t
+
j =t*k( j ) , t
&
j+1=t*k( j )+1 , j=1, ..., N5 .
Obviously, t&j t
+
j <t
&
j+1 . By (4.19)
u(t) # 0i , i=i(k( j)) for t # [t&j , t
+
j ]. (4.23)
By (4.16)
t&1 2T1+
{n
*
, |t&j+1&t
+
j |2T1 . (4.24)
From (4.23), (4.13) and from the restriction imposed on $$ we see that
u (t)=(u(t), {(t), *1) satisfies
u (t) # OE=12(z i), t # [t
&
j , t
+
j ], i=i(k( j)),
(4.25)
z =(z0i , 1, 0), z
0
i # N( f ({$i)).
According to Theorem 3.4, there exists a trajectory u j (t), t&j tt
+
j , such
that u j (t) # M+(z 0i , {$i , *1),
&u (t)&u j (t)&ECe&#(t&t j
& ) (4.26)
for t # [t&j , t
+
j ] where #=ln(1\)>0, C does not depend on t, j, n, *. For
tt&j we put u j (t)=u j (t
&
j ). By Lemma 1.8, where {1={2 , *1=*2 , we have
&u (t)&u j (t)&ECe:0 (t&t j
+ )e&#(t j
+&t j
& ), tt+j , (4.27)
for *t{n+2 . Since &u(t)&1C \t0, &u j (t)&C \t0 by Lemma 1.3,
we have
&u (t)&u j (t)&EC for {n*t{n+2 . (4.28)
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Let
0 for tt&j ,
f (t, t&j , t
+
j )={&#(t&t&j ) for t&j tt+j ,min(:0(t&t+j )&#(t+j &t&j ), 0) for tt+j .
Note that this definition coincides with (5.2), where f& is defined by (5.40).
According to (4.26), (4.27), (4.28) we have the estimate
&u (t)&u j (t)&EC0 exp f (t, t&j , t
+
j ) (4.29)
for {n*t<{n+2 .
Let t$ # [t&j , t
+
j [ , j= j(m), be the numbers defined in (vi) of Lemma 5.1.
We put t$m={n *+t$,
u~ (t)=u j (t), j= j(m) for t # [t$m&1 , t$m [ , m=1, ..., N$, (4.30)
N$N3N. According to (vi) of Lemma 5.1 and to (4.29)
&u (t)&u~ (t)&C exp fN5(t, [t
j
& , t
j
+]) (4.31)
for {n*t{n+2 , where fN is defined by (5.5). Obviously, by (4.24)
and (5.6)
&u (t)&u~ (t)&C$ exp f N5 \t, 2T1+{n* ,
{n+2
*
, 2T1+ . (4.32)
By (5.11), (5.12), (5.13), and (5.41)
f N \t, 2T1+{n* ,
{n+2
*
, 2T1+
 f N3 \t, (2+2N3) T1+{n* ,
{n+2
*
, 0++C
 f N3 \t&2T1&{n* &2T1N3 , 0,
{n+2&{n
*
, 0++C
 f N3 \t&2T1&{n* &2T1N3 , 0, , 0)+C
&’ \t&{n* ++C1 (4.33)
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where tT1(N3+2)+{n *, ’ is defined by (5.40), N3 is the same as in
Lemma 2.7. ’=:0((1+:0 #)N3&1)) where # and :0=: are the same as in
(4.26), (4.27). From (4.32), (4.33), we obtain (4.4), and Theorem 4.1 is
proved. (Note that (4.4) for {n *t{n *+T1(N3+2) is trivial.)
Proof of Theorem 4.2. We choose $$, $1 , $$2 , $3 , h2 , =2 the same as in
the proof of Theorem 4.1, the number N2 is subjected now to an additional
condition
2
N2
*q1, 1>q1>0, q1=
1
(1+:)
(4.34)
where : is the number in (3.2). The segments [t&j , t
+
j ], the functions u j (t)
are the same and (4.26) holds. According to (3.39)
u j=(u++ g(u+ , {, *1), {, *1), *1=*q1.
Let
u 0j =(u++ g(u+ , {$i , 0), {$i , *1). (4.35)
Here {$i , i=i(k( j )) is the same as in (4.25). Since &g$&14,
&u j (t)&u 0j (t)&EC |*1 |+C |{$i&{n | (4.36)
for {n*t{n+2 . From (4.26), (4.36) and (4.34) we obtain
&u (t)&u 0j (t)&ECe
&#(t&t j
& )+C*q1. (4.37)
The first components u and u0j and u and u
0
j satisfy the inequality
&u(t)&u0j (t)&1Ce
&#(t&t j
&)+C*q1. (4.38)
Note that u0j (t) # M
0
+(z
0
i , {$i). We extend u
0
j (t) for tt
&
j as a trajectory of
the semigroup [S 0t ({$i)]. (Note that u
0
j (t) for tt
&
j may not coincide with
a trajectory of this semigroup.) By Lemma 1.8 where *2=0, *1=*, using
(4.38), and taking into account the substitution *=*1+:1 , where we take
:+1=1q1 , we obtain:
&u(t)&u0j (t)&1C(e
&#(t&t j
&)+C*q1) e:0 (t&t j
+) (4.39)
for tt+j . We have also &u(t)&u
0
j (t)&C \t0. Therefore
&u(t)&u0j (t)&1C exp f (t, t
&
j , t
+
j ) \t0 (4.40)
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where
0 for tt&j ,
f (t, t&j , t
+
j )={ln(e&#(t&t j&)+*q1 for t&j tt+j , (4.41)min(:0(t&t+j )+ln(e&#(t j+&t j&)+*q1), ln(1+*q1 ))
for tt+j .
Note that this definition coincides with (5.2) where f& is defined by (5.30)
with :=:0 , q=q1 . Let t$ be the points constructed in (vi) of Lemma 5.1.
We set
t$m={n *+t$, u~ (t)=u0j(m)(t) for t$m&1t<t$m . (4.42)
By (4.40) and point (vi) of Lemma 5.1 we obtain
&u(t)&u~ (t)&C exp fN3 , N3(t, [t
&
j , t
+
j ]). (4.43)
From this inequality we obtain estimating fN3 , N3 like in (4.31)(4.33) in the
proof of Theorem 4.1 using (5.31) instead of (5.41) that
&u(t)&u~ (t)&1C*q (4.44)
for t& p ln *+{n *+2T1 N3+2T1 , where n=0, 1, ...,
q= p0(1+:#)&N3, p0=min \q1(1+:#), :pN3 +min(q1 , #p)+ .
If * is sufficiently small, &p ln *+2T1N3+2T1({n+2&{n+1)*=1*N2 ,
and (4.41) holds for {n+1*t{n+2 , n=0, 1, ... . Since the construction
of u~ and constants in (4.41) are uniform with respect to n, (4.41) holds
for t{1 =. Since it holds also for t&p ln *+2T1 N3+2T1 , and
u~ (t) # M(0, *t) \t0, we obtain (4.7), and the theorem is proved. We only
note that since in the substitution *=*1+:1 :>0 is arbitrarily small, the
exponent q1=1(1+:) in (4.39) and in (4.7$) is arbitrarily close to 1.
Remark 4.2. The spectral radius \ in the definition of invariant manifolds
M(z, {, *0) in Section 3 can be chosen smaller than any number \0 , 0<\01.
In this case, the smaller \0 , the larger the dimension of M(z, {, *0) will be.
Thus the number #=&ln \ in (4.3) can be taken very large, and the exponent
’=:0((1+:0#)N3&1)&1, where N3N, is arbitrarily large when #=ln(1\)
is large.
Remark 4.3. The case when in (1.1) g depends on *t, g= g(x, *t) can
be considered analogously. The next conditions are to be imposed: the
mapping {  g( } , {), is periodic for large {, and g$( } , {) is of class C1+:
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with respect to { with values in H0 . Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 hold in this case
as well.
Remark 4.4. If for a trajectory u(t) we can estimate from above the
number N3 of transition points from one 0i into another in any layer
{j{{j+2 , we can use this estimate to compute the value of ’ in (4.4).
In the simplest nontrivial case N3=1.
Remark 4.5. Note that according to (4.4) and (4.25)
u (t), u j (t) # OE=1(z i), z i=(z i , {i , 0) for t # [t
&
j , t
+
j ] (4.45)
if t is sufficiently large. Therefore, in estimates (4.27) and (4.29) which were
used in the proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 we may use the estimate (1.43)
for such u1 , u2 which satisfy (4.45). In this particular case the constant
:0 in (1.43) may be better estimated. Consider the operator A$(z i))v=
a 2v& f $u(zi , {i)v. Let ‘0=‘0(z i) be the maximal eigenvalue of this operator
with the Dirichlet boundary conditions. Let ‘+=maxi ‘0(z i). Then we can
take :1=‘++$(=1) where $(=1)  0 as =1  0. Hence we can take in (4.3)
and (4.7$) :0=‘++$, where $ is arbitrarily small,
‘+=sup[‘0(z ), z # N ]
where N is defined in the beginning of Section 3.
5. AN OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
Let f&(t), t # R, be a continuous monotonely decreasing function
f&(t)= f&(0) for t0,
(5.1)
f&(t)> f&({) when 0t<{.
We consider the family of functions f (t, t&, t+) which depend on
parameters t&, t+, :,
t&t+, :>0.
These functions are defined by the formula
f (t, t&, t+)={f&(t&t
&)
min(:(t&t+)+ f&(t+&t&), f&(0))
for tt+
for tt+.
(5.2)
Everywhere below :>0 is fixed.
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Let N1 be an integer. Let
[t&j , t
+
j ]=[(t
&
j , t
+
j ), j=1, ..., N]
be a collection of pairs of real numbers satisfying the conditions
t&j t
+
j , t
&
j+1t
+
j , t
&
1 T1 , t
+
N <T2 ,
(5.3)
|t&j+1&t
+
j |T3 .
Here &<T1<T2+, >T30.
For integer k, 1kN, let
fN, k(t)= fN, k(t, [t j& , t
j
+])=min
jk
f (t, t&j , t
+
j ). (5.4)
Let
fN(t)= fN(t, [t&j , t
+
j ])= fN, N(t) (5.5)
where fN, N is defined by (5.4).
Let for t # [T1 , T2 [
f N(t, T1 , T2 , T3)=sup[ fN(t, [t&j , t
+
j ]): t
+
N t, [t
&
j , t
+
j ] satisfy (5.3)].
(5.6)
Let
f N(t)= f N(t, 0, +, 0). (5.7)
We shall obtain below in Theorem 5.1 estimates from above of f N(t). To do
it, we have to study properties of functions fN, k and f N .
Lemma 5.1. The functions fN, k(t) has the following properties:
(i) fN, k+1(t) fN, k(t) f&(0).
(ii) If fN, k(t*)>:t*+b, then fN, k(t)>:t+b for tt*.
(iii) If fN, k(t*):t*+b then fN, k(t):t+b for tt*.
(iv) If fN, k(t*)= f&(0) for t*t+k , then fN, k(t)= f&(0) for tt*.
(v) For any k, 1kN&1 the next alternative is valid: either
fN, k+1(t)= fN, k(t) \t, or there exists t$ # [t&k+1 , t
+
k+1 [ such that fN, k+1(t)
= fN, k(t) for tt$, fN, k+1(t)= f (t, t&k+1 , t
+
k+1) for tt$, fN, k+1(t)<fN, k(t)
for t$<t<t+k+1 . Such t$ is unique.
(vi) There exist points t$m , m=0, 1, ..., N$, where N$N, t$0=0,
tN$=+ t$m<t$m1 for m<m1 . There is a correspondence j= j(m),
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m=1, ..., N$ such that t$m # [t&j(m) , t
+
j(m) [ , fN, N(t, [t
&
j , t
+
j ])= f (t, t
&
j(m) , t
+
j(m))
for t # [t$m&1 , t$m [ . The points t$m are uniquely defined.
Proof. Point (i) is obvious. To prove points (ii) and (iii) note that,
according to (5.2), the function f (t, t&j , t
+
j )&:t&b is monotonely decreasing
for all t. Note that fN, k(t) f (t, t&j , t
+
j ) for jk. Therefore, the inequality
fN, k(t*)>:t*+b implies
f (t, t&j , t
+
j )&:t&b f (t*, t
&
j , t
+
j )&:t*&b>0
for jk, tt*. This yields point (ii). Point (iii) is analogous. Point (iv) is
obvious.
Consider point (v). Obviously
fN, k+1(t)=min( fN, k(t), f (t, t&k+1 , t
+
k+1)).
If f (t, t&k+1 , t
&
k+1) fN, k(t) for all t, we have fN, k+1= fN, k(t). So it suffices
to consider the case when
fN, k(t*)> f (t*, t&k+1 , t
+
k+1), (5.8)
for some t*. Since fN, k(t&1 )= f&(0)= f (t
&
k+1 , t
&
k+1 , t
+
k+1), there exists such
t$, t$<t*, that
fN, k(t$)= f (t$, t&k+1 , t
+
k+1), (5.8$)
fN, k(t)> f (t, t&k+1 , t
+
k+1) (5.9)
for t$<tt*. Note that t$t+k+1 . Indeed, by (5.2) f (t, t
&
k+1 , t
+
k+1)=
min(:t+b, f&(0)) for tt+k+1 . By (5.8) and point (i), f (t*, t
&
k+1 , t
+
k+1)
< f&(0), therefore
f (t*, t&k+1 , t
+
k+1)=:t*+b< fN, k(t*).
By point (ii) this implies (5.9) for t+k+1tt*. Since (5.9) is not valid
for t=t$, we conclude that t$t+k+1 .
If t$<t&k+1 ,
f (t, t&k+1 , t
+
k+1)= f&(0) for t$tt
&
k+1 . (5.10)
By (5.9) this contradicts point (i). Therefore t$t&k+1 . The solution
t$ # [t&k+1 , t
+
k+1] of the equation (5.8$) is unique. Indeed, when tt
+
k the
function fN, k(t) coincides with min(:t+b, f&(0)). The function f (t&k+1 , t
+
k+1)
coincides with f&(t&t&k+1) on [t
&
k+1 , t
+
k+1]. Since f&(t) strictly decreasing
when t0, the solution of (5.8$) is unique.
Consider point (vi). We shall prove by induction that the generalization
of point (vi) for the case fN, N replaced by fN, k , kN, is valid. This is
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obvious for k=1, t$1=+. Using the statement with k=l&1 and the
point (v) we obtain the statement for k=l. So (vi) is proved.
Lemma 5.2. Let T1<T2+>T30. Then the function
f (t, T1 , T2 , T3) defined by (5.6) has the following properties:
(i) If T1T $, T2T $2 , T3T $3 and NN$ then for t # ]T $1 , T2 [
f N(t, T1 , T2 , T3) f N(t, T $1 , T $2 , T $3). (5.11)
(ii) For any { # R
f N(t, T1 , T2 , T3)= f N(t&{, T1&{, T2&{, T3). (5.12)
(iii) For any tT1+NT3 , t<T2
f N(t, T1 , T2 , T3) f N(t, T1+NT3 , T2 , 0)+:NT3 . (5.13)
Proof. Properties (i) and (ii) follow directly from the definition of f N .
To prove (iii), note that if !0, then
:!+ f (t, t&+!, t++!) f (t, t&, t+). (5.14)
Indeed, if tt+ then, by (5.2), f (t, t&+!, t++!)= f&(t&(t&+!))
f&(t&t&) f&(t&t&)&:! which yields (5.14) for tt+. If tt+ then
f (t, t&, t+)=min(:(t&t+)+ f&(t+&t&), f (0))
:!+min(:(t&(t++!))+ f&(t+&t&), f (0)).
Since the function
f (t, t&+!, t++!)&min(:(t&(t++!)+ f&(t+&t&), f (0))0
(it is monotonely decreasing), we obtain (5.14) for tt+.
Let
!i= :
N&1
j=i
(t&j+1&t
+
j ), i=1, ..., N&1, !N=0.
Since |t&j+1&t
+
j |T3 , |! i |NT3 and we obtain from (5.14)
f (t, t&j , t
+
j ):NT3+ f (t, t
&
j +!j , t
+
j +!j). (5.15)
The numbers t&1j =t
&
j +!j , t
+1
j =t
+
j +!j satisfy the following relations
t&1j+1=t
+1
j , t
&1
N =t
&
N , t
+1
N =t
+
N , t
&1
1 T1+NT3 . (5.16)
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The minimum with respect to j of the righthand side of (5.15) is not less
than the minimum of the lefthand side. Therefore,
fN(t, [t&j , t
+
j ]):NT3+ fN(t, [t
&1
j , t
+1
j ]). (5.17)
Computing the suprema and taking into account (5.16), we obtain (5.13).
Consider the equation
f&(t&{)=:t+b (:>0). (5.18)
Lemma 5.3. The equation (5.18) has an unique solution t=t({, b). This
solution is an increasing function of {, and a decreasing function of b.
Proof. Since b= f&(t&{)&:t is a decreasing function of t, then t({, b)
is a decreasing function of b. Obviously, b= f&(t&{)&:t grows when {
grows or when t decreases. Therefore, t is increasing when b is fixed and {
is increasing.
Let b< f&(0), t0=0, t1 be a solution of (5.18) with {=0 and consider
the sequence t2 , t3 , ... defined recurrently as solutions of the equation
f&(t j&tj&1)=:tj+b. (5.19)
Lemma 5.4. The numbers tj , j=1, 2, ... have the following properties
(i) tj+1>tj , j=1, 2, ...
(ii) 0<t1t j<t , where t=( f&(0)& f&(t1)):+t1 .
(iii) The differences tj&tj&1 decrease when j increase.
(iv) For any t>0 and N # N there exists such b that t=tN , where t j ,
j=1, ..., N are defined by (5.19).
(v) The numbers yj=:tj+b satisfy the equation
yj&1= yj&:g( yj), j=1, 2, ..., (5.20)
where g is the inverse function for f& , y0=b.
Proof. Consider the function
(t, {)= f&(t&{)&:t&b.
Obviously,  is a decreasing function in t and increasing in {. The number
t satisfies the equation
:t+b= f&(0).
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Therefore
(t , {)= f&(t&{)& f&(0)<0
when {<t , (t , t)=0. The function ({, {) is strictly decreasing,
therefore ({, {)>0 when {<t . Therefore there exists a unique solution
t # ]{, t [ of the equation (5.18). Thus, points (i) and (ii) of the lemma are
proved. To prove (iii), rewrite (5.19) in the form
f&(t j&t j&1)=:(tj&t j&1)+b+:tj&1 . (5.21)
Since tj&1 grows in j, and the solution of (5.18) is a decreasing function of
b, tj&tj&1 is a decreasing function of j.
To prove (iv), note that tN depends on b continuously, tN  0 as
b  t&(0). Obviously, t1  + when b  &. Therefore tN  . Any tN
is a decreasing function of b. This can be easily proved by induction, since
the solution tj=t(t j&1 , b) of (5.18) is an increasing function of t j&1 by
Lemma 5.3.
To prove point (v), rewrite (5.21) using (5.19) in the form
yj=:g( yj)+ yj&1 .
This is equivalent to (5.20).
Theorem 5.1. Let t0=0, t1>0, b0= f&(t1)&:t1 . Let t j , j=2, 3, ... be
defined recurrently as the solutions of the equation (5.19) with b=b0 . Let
f N(t) be defined by (5.7). Then for any N1
f N(tN)=:tN+b0 . (5.22)
Proof. First, let t&j =t j&1 , j=1, ..., N where tj are the solutions of
(5.19). Let t+j =t
&
j+1 , t
+
N+1=t . Let f *N(t) be the function defined by (5.5)
with so defined [t&j , t
+
j ]. One may easily see that
f *N(t)={ f (t, 0, t1)f (t, tN&1 , t)
for ttN ,
for ttN .
Indeed, f (t, t&j , t
+
j ) equals f&(t
+
j &t
&
j ) when t=t
+
j , and by the defini-
tion of t j this equals to :tj+b. Since the function min(:(t&t+j )+
f&(t+j &t
&
j ), f (0))= f (t, t
&
j , t
+
j ) when tt
+
j coincides with f+(t)=
min(:(t&t1)+ f&(t1), f&(0)) when t=t+j , then these two functions
coincide for tt+j . Obviously, f (t, t
&
j , t
+
j ) f (t, 0, t1) for tt
+
j . By the
definition of f N , we have f *N(t) f N(t), therefore
:tN+b0= f *N(tN) f N(tN). (5.23)
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Assume for a while that
:tN+b0< f N(tN). (5.24)
According to the definition of f N , there exists such [t&j , t
+
j ] that (5.3)
holds with T1=0, T2=+, T3=0, that t+N tN and the function fN(t)=
fN(t, [t&j , t
+
j ]) defined by (5.5) satisfies the inequality
fN(tN)>:tN+b0 . (5.25)
By Lemma 5.1
fN(t)>:t+b0 for ttN .
Hence
f (t, t&j , t
+
j )>:t+b0 for ttN , j=1, ..., N. (5.26)
By (5.2), t+j satisfies the equation
f (t+j , t
&
j , t
+
j )= f&(t
+
j &t
&
j )=:t
+
j +bj (5.27)
for j=1, ..., N. Let an integer k, 1kN be such that t+j tN for jk,
t+j >tN for j>k. According to (5.26), (5.27), we obtain
bj>b0 , j=1, ..., k. (5.28)
Since T1=0, t&1 0=t0 . By induction, using Lemma 5.3, and (5.27), we
obtain that t+j =t
&
j+1 satisfy the inequality t
+
j <tj , j=1, ..., k. Since t
+
N tN
we have kN&1. Therefore
t+k =t
&
k+1<tN&1 , t
+
k+1tN . (5.29)
Consider the function f (t, t+k , t
+
k+1). By (5.2) we obtain
f (tN , t+k , t
+
k+1)= f&(tN&t
+
k ).
By (5.26) and (5.19)
f&(tN&t+k )>:tN+b0= f&(tN&tN&1).
Since f& is decreasing, tN&t+k <tN&tN&1 , hence tN&1<t
+
k . This
contradicts (5.29). So the assumption (5.24) is not true. This and (5.23)
yield (5.22).
Lemma 5.5. Let 0<*12, q>0
f&(t)=ln(*q+e&#t) for t0, (5.30)
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f&(t)= f&(0) for t0. Let f (t) be defined by (5.7). Let N1. Let p>0.
Then
f N(t)p0(1+:#)&N ln *+ln(2N+2) (5.31)
for t&p ln *. Here
p0=min \q(1+:#), :pN +min(q, #p)+ . (5.32)
Proof. By point (iii) of Lemma 5.4 tj+1&tjt1&t0 if j0. This yields
tNt0+N(t1&t0), and for t0=0
b0= f&(t1)&:t1 f& \tNN+&
:
N
tN . (5.33)
If t&p ln *, we take tN=t and
b0ln(*q+*#p)+
:
N
p ln *ln 2+ p$ ln * (5.34)
where p$=(:pN)+min(q, #p). The inverse function g to the function f&
defined by (5.29) is given by the formula
g( y)=&#&1 ln(e y&*q).
Therefore, the equation (5.20) takes the form
yj&1= yj+
:
#
ln(e yj&*q) (5.35)
where y0=b0 is estimated in (5.34). On denoting zj=e yj, we rewrite (5.34)
in the form
zj&1=zj (zj&*q):# (5.36)
where z02* p$. We shall prove by induction that for * # ]0, 12]
zjCj * pj , p j=+p j&1 , +=
1
(1+:#)
(5.37)
Indeed, this is valid for j=0 with C0=2, we set p0=min( p$, +&1q).
Assume that (5.37) holds for j=k. Suppose that
zk+1(Ck+2) * pk+. (5.38)
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Since +pkq and 0<*1,
zk+1(zk+1&*q):#(Ck+1) *+pk[(Ck+2) *+pk&*q]:#
*+pk(Ck+1)(1+Ck):# *+pk :#>Ck* pk.
By (5.36), zk>Ck* pk, which contradicts (5.37) with j=k. Therefore (5.38)
is not true, and we obtain (5.37) with j=k+1, Ck+1=Ck+2. From (5.37)
it follows that
zk(2j+2) * pj, pj=(1+:#)& j p0 . (5.39)
By (5.22) f N(tN)= yN=ln zN . Therefore, (5.39) yields (5.31), (5.32).
Lemma 5.6. Let #>0,
f&(t)=&#t for t0, (5.40)
f&(t)= f&(0) for t0. Let f N(t) be defined by (5.7). Then for t0
f N(t)=&’t, ’=
:
(1+:#)N&1
. (5.41)
Proof. Since g( y)=&y#, the equation (5.20) takes the form
yj&1= yj+
:
#
yj
Therefore,
yj=+ jy0 , +=(1+:#)&1, j=1, 2, ... .
We have y0=b0 . Therefore, for given N, since yN&b=:tN , we have
+Ny0& y0=:tN
and for t=tN
yN=+Ny0=
:+Nt
+N&1
=
:t
1&+&N
.
By (5.22), this gives (5.41).
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